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VOi. LVIHI

IMPORTANT MEETING
j
DIRECTORS ME. A. A.

AUTO
|OVERLAND LIGHT FOUR
PROMINENT
DARING ASSAULT UNIFORMREGISTRATION
LAWS
j
NOW READY
HOULTON MAN
ON COURT STR.
PASSES AWAY
MONDAY NIGHT

Secretary of State Frank W. Ball,
Mgr. F. F. Harrison of the E. E.
I To have a committee discuss the
who has recently returned
from
j
Wentworth
Corp. arrived home from
j advisability of building a bridge
Washington, D. C., where he attended
j Portland last week driving one of the
across the Kennebec at Bath was
|the annual sessions of the National
j latest models of the Overland factory
one of the matters brought before
! Association of Secretaries of State,
which has been christened the “ New
the directors of the Maine Automo
says that one of the most important
Light Four.”
bile Association in Portland recently
subjects under discussion at the
j The new car is attracting much
The members were guests of Hiram
meetings was that of registration of
attention on account of its shape and
W. Ricker of Poland Spring, who en
automobiles,
with a view of securing
beautiful lines. It has a 100 in. wheel
tertained them with a ^luncheon that
uniform
laws
in
all
the
states
and
|
base, and by the new three point
preceded the business session. A re
laws
stringent
enough
to
reduce
if
'cantilever
spring arrangment you get
port was made on the recent cam
William E. Alexander, superintend a 130 in. spring base, which means
On Monday night a few minutes not prevent the stealing of automo
paign throughout the State for a
Governor Carl K. Millikan last week
ent of buildings and bridges of the perfect comfort.
$10,000,000 bond issue.
Five com after 9 o’clock R. L. Sullivan, who biles.
a om tu tod Frank ,8. Guernsey of
“
When
it
is
considered,”
said
Mr.
Bangor & Aroostook railroad, w h o ; Upon invitation of Mgr. Harrison
mittees were appointed to make in recently came to Houlton and opened
Dover and Ora Gi^patiick ot Houlton
Ball,
“
that
the
value
of
the
automowas injured when his motor-pede : the writer was given a “ sample” ride
quiries about different subjects that a Tailor shop was held up by two men
a t the membere at the committee to
biles
stolen
during
1918
and
reported
jumped
the track near Stockton around town, and in order to test the
are of interest to the association. o n
Court Street and
violently
teveetlfate the University ot Maine
They are as follows: (1), Commit assaulted, although the odds were to the authorities was $18,000,000, Springs last Tuesday, died Sunday car a full load was taken, Including Mr.
aad tu jjalatieas to the State.
tee to take up the question of or- against him Mr. Sullivan put up a and that but a small percentage were night in the Eastern Maine General j Harrison at the wheel: Messrs Barton
Thar will not with the following ^ i r i n ^ a T h e o d o r e Roosevelt as- pfucky fight and his assailants be- j recovered, the necessity for stringent Hospital where he had been since the, and McNutt of his sales force, L. F.
M a k e r s agpoteted by President HigLancaster and C. G. Lunt of the
aoclation in Maine in behalf of the coming frightened started to run and uniform laws will readily be seen accident.
glas o f the Benatja a n d . Speaker Far“ The association two years ago apHe was born in Fredericton Jet., N. j HOULTON TIMES,
Interests Of the highway by this closely followed by Mr. Sullivan who
rtagtoa o f the Berate:
pointed a committee, consisting of B., 1847, and married Jennie Taylor i All were unanimous in their opinion
name from Portland to Fryeburg; cried for help.
W W lam ,L . Walker ot
(2), committee to discuss the ques- ] After chasing them through Lawn Secs. Botkin of Kansas, Fulton of of Grand Falls, N. B., who died Jan. that it was a splendid riding car with
Senator George
W,
Gon of raising the dues of the mem S t and down School St. the highway Ohio and Ball of Maine, to take the 25,1913. Two sons survive—Burpee j plenty of power for all occassions.
Tkraabe o f U topia^ Representatives
bers of the Maine Automobbile -asso men darted across through a driveway matter under advisement and report (who served as lieutenant in the Can- i In making the Drake hill the speed*
Orates* B . IVH^Mba o f ,.Auburn, Eiciation: (3), committee to consider back into Court St. where they jumped to the next session, which proved to adian Pioneers in France, now of meter showed 25 miles without a
nrar A. Bailee o f Harmony and Stacy
the renaming of the association to into a waiting automobile whose be this year> the 1918 session being Bear River, N. S., who was with his j tremor, and on a level there seemed
C. L e m p e r o f Sehec.
the Maine Good Roads association; motor was running and dashed away. |omitted on account of the war. This father in his last days and Ensign i to be no limit to the speed possibilities.
It wm be remembered that it was
Mr. Sullivan was unable to identify j report was made and a draft of an William H. Alexander in the Naval. Those who have seen and examined
(4), committee to take up the question
ptapoeei A t the seaalon ot the Legisof demanding license fees from the his assailants but gave the police a Iact t0 be Absented to Congress pre- i Aviation service, attached to the U. j this new model predict for it an unS d e ie fa ISIS that4vthe State take
A new : S. S. Shawmut now at Philadelphia. ! usually large sale,
tourists who come to Maine in the
good description of the men, sented for consideration,
over the U h lp p itty uf <Haine and summer for short stay; (5), com fairly
what the motive of the assault was, committee was appointed this year to ; In the bridge and building construe- j Mr. Harrison extends a cordial in
mahe It a real f^ate institution, it
take up and carry along the work, tion he had a long and varied experi- 'vitation to all to call and investigate
mittee to discuss the advisability of ! jg not known,
b e fit ehewn that it nstfor really had
getting the states into line regarding ence. In his earlier years he was with ! the merits of this new “ Light Four.’*
building a bridge across the Kenne-1
bate, althnnih receiving all the credit
uniform laws and to report at the the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
__________ _ _ _
bee river. It has been definitely de
POTATOES
tag. assistance o f such an institution.
next session.
railroad and with the government in
cided that the annual meeting of the
The local buyers are paying $2.50
HOULTON HIGH SCHOOL
T h e dtseasskm developed a situation
----------------------the West building large bridge work
organization will be in Bangor dur- with-few offerings, on account of the
School
opened on Sept. 29 with the
that led to th e' adoption o f a joint
All the members of Monument on the New Brunswick Railroad and
lng fhp last month of the year. Re- j rain of the pagt few dayg
largest
enrolment
of scholars in the
moteoCioo, as follows, adopted April
JLodge, No 96 F. & A. M. are requested when the road was leased by the Can
ports were received from all over the
The Produce News says:
history
of
the
school,
the total number
1:
to meet at the new Masonic Hall on adian Pacific he was with tlie latter
state complimenting the
organizaThere has been a material increase
being
316
of
this
number
143 are boys
M e n d , that whereas the 79th
j Wednesday at 1 P. M. to attend the , company for some years. In the winter
showing a goodly increase o f boys o v e r
legislature has under consideration tion for placing signs on the different jn reoejptg 0f potatoes this week from funeral of William E. Alexander.
of "1893-4 he came to Me. and was with 1
1all sections but quality is quite irthe last few years. We were greeted
a measure to es^ahliiib the State Uni roads directing the tourists.
contractors erecting steel and tern- i
: regular, an unusually large proportion
by two members of the school board
versity o f Maine and *° provide for
porary wooden bridges of the Bangor i
AT THE DREAM
MONAHAN-LOVE.
i showing more or less prick, and had
Its maintenance and the time ot the
Mrs. S. S. Thornton, Mr. Archibald also*
& Aroostook until steel work was com- i
The Fredericton Gleaner has the j to be forced to sale promptly. Some Mary Garden’s Costumes in “Thais”
Hon. Charles Barnes who gave us some
legislative sesstai ^remaining is too
pleted to Caribou in 1895. For a short
Sensational
short for due investigation and con- following wedding which will be of orders are here from the West Indies,
good advice. Miss Marion Cleveland
time he was employed by the late
Antique Egyptian costumes, with
sldermtloa o f the n\ea*$re, therefore. interest to Houlton folks where the j but stock is not sufficiently matured
'rendered a solo, during the opening
Thomas H. Phair in starch factory re
exercises.
Ordered, th*' $ f t » e
concurring, groom is well known, his parents to send any quantity and orders were J gold bands encircling the bust are pairs.
He entered the employ of the
generally about cut in three parts, and j just a few of the dazzling toillettes
that a special cctifarittee of seven be having lived here for some years.
i On Wednesday morning a memorial
Bangor & Aroostook in 1897 and has
A quiet but impressive and inter- will be forwarded later when the Mary Garden, the world-famous opappointed, two W ' ttie President of
service will be held in the auditorum
since been with that company having
stock
shows
better
maturity.
Long
eratic
star,
wears
in
the
filming
of
the Senate, ttyrfe.
tk?f Speakei of esting wedding ceremony was perin memory of Miss Hutchinson, our
headquarters in Houlton.
and’ fcjro 1>y the governor, formed yesterday afternoon when Rev. ! Island potatoes sold generally $4.85 “ Thasis,” Goldwyn’s medium of in
, former English teacher who died
He became an American citizen
tikit w id Q0mtttttte6 hc^directed H. A. Goodwin of the Centenary @ 5 for 11-peck barrels or bags; bulk troducing the celebrated diva in pici last summer.
after settling in Houlton. He was a
to Investigate ttff 'fa ln it r o t y Of such Church, united in the holy bonds of sales generally $5.25@5.50 per 180 lbs. , tures, which will be seen at the Dream
The footbali team is progressing
deacon of the Houlton Free Baptist
i
measure ao& ' iisrart t o jt k e n e x t’ wedlock Miss Guida Love, of South, Jersey long potatoes were not so Theatre Wednesday.
well, although there have been only &
church, a constant attendant and un
***
•'. . .
Devon, and Louis Monahan, of Fred- plentiful but worked out at $3.50@3.75, ; Combing the continent for clothes
LCfffifetllY*.
tiring worketr in support of its ser few practices on account of weather
rarely $4 on very closely graded lots, was the singer’s principal occupation
II !« expected tfiat the committee ericton.
vices. He belonged to Monument conditions. They are trying to find
The bride, who is a young lady of Jersey long potatoes coming so far are abroad when not engaged #t relief
liras eongleted #ftl meet during the
other schools to schedule games w ith ..
Lodge F. & A. M. of Houlton and was
coming special sassfon o f the Legis charming personality, was the most of inferior quality and few of them j work among the wounded in France,
Last week a magazine committee
a member of the American Bridge and
efficient and obliging operator at the ^good enough to exceed $4. Some marks before coming to America to begin
lature and p e i r e p o r t .
ws chosen having charge of the new
telephone desk in tl|e Government ; from careful shippers who have the j “ Thasis.” That she has succeeded be- Building Association.
leading table which will be placed in
A man faithful in his duties, with a
Or. M. G. Reed o f Pawtucket, R. I. building at Fredericton, and has a reputation for grading stock closely j yond even her wildest dreams will be very large circle of friends he will the auditorum as soon as the
amply attested when the public gets
mtgazines and papers can be secured.
V h o Iras bsen statlo& d at Newport host of friends who join heartly in sold at $4.50@4.60 for 165 lb. bags.
he sorely missed. His remains will
extending
best
wishes
for
a
happy
i
State
and
Pennsylvania
potatoes
i
its first peep at the notable Goldwyn
The library being used for a class
News, Vs. for the past pear as First
be taken to Houlton where funeral
are coming more freely. Some lots production.
room. Those chosen on this com
L fsst In the D A M corps, received Wedded life.
services will be held this Wednesday
The
groom,
the
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
;
sold
up
to
$5
for
165
lb.
bags,
but
Bulloz,
the
noted
couturier
of
Paris,
mittee
are Mrs. Mathews, Hr Perkins,
his discharge at. Gimp Devens last
afternoon under the direction of
wash and Is ihV-town visiting his T. V. Monahan, Barker House, Fred-1most were field run and not closely made Miss Garden’s sensational collec- Monument Lodge, F. & A. M. and Gertrude McIntyre and Leland Mc
Donald. They have chosen several
parents, -Mrr dintf^Miw.-George Reed erioton, is the popular clerk at this enough graded to exceed $4.25@4.S0. , tion of stage gowns after she had in- burial in Evergreen cemetery.
well-known hostelry and by his cour- Many Maine potatoes shipped in 10- formed him to spare no expense in
foreign papers Including papers from
before resuming his practice.
teous attention to the traveling pub-} peck packages sold at $4.50 bag. The fashioning the best obtainable. One
Paris, London, Montreal, Mexico,
POPULAR RESORT BURNED Spain and the Literary Digest with
lie has made many warm personal market on the whole was fair on de- of the wraps is of purple velvet with
COLSON-ROBINSON
friends, who extend congratulations sirable stock fit for shipping, but most a Roman train and embroidered in
Hotel Cyr, located on the Canadian other magazines.
A wedding o f much interest to the and best wishes to him and his bride, stock coming shows effects of exces- gray beads.
A <hoir has been chosen by Miss
end of the International bridge from
many friends o f the bride %ud groom
The bride was attended by Miss srive rain and has to be handled
in direct contrast to he diva’s stage
Hanson,
the director of music. The
took piece at Brownville Jc. at the Gertrude Rideout, of Fredericton, a promptly. Some lots dug in wet costumes, simpliciy marks the col Van Buren, was totally destroyed by members are Ethel Thompson. Natalie
h w i o t the bride's parents, Mr. and school girl friend, who was similarly weather arrived sour and almost lecion of apparel for her personal dre ^ ednesday morning at 4.^0 with g m j t h, Bea Hackett,
Katherine
lira. R. Brace Dickinson on Wednesday gowned. The groom was attended by worthless
wear, also made by Bulloz.
The a property loss of $50,000 and annual Hagerman, Phill Dempsey, Loyd Berrie
-Get. 1st when Edythe Doris Colson S. H. Hanson of St. John, City Editor
dresses are of jersey and mousseline business loss of $10,000 covered by an Frank Clark with Lela Kelso pianist,
was united In marriage to Emmons of the St. John Standard.
de soie ir gray, violet, black and insurance of $15,000.
Make plans early to attend the
SMITH-HAGERMAN
Winthrop Robinson, both of Houlton.
white.
One of the tailored suits,
The hotel was the property of MacMillan lecture which will be given
ANNOUNCEMENT
A very pretty and quiet weddins called the “ Mary Garden,” is of smoke Charles L. Cyr. The fire started in the the latter part of November. This
The ceremony was performed by
Mr William S. Caldwell of Sherman ’ was solemnized at the Church ot The gray woolen, the skirt being draped ell connection between the hotel an£f lecture will be one of the most interest
the Rev. H. G. Kennedy of Oldtown,
formerly a pastor of the First Baptist Mills will be a Republican candidate Goo<l Shepherd on Wednesday, Oct. like a riding habit. She wore vests the stable and was discovered by the ing events of the season. It will be
Gharch o f this town. Only the im in the June primaries next year for lst’ when Elizabetb Eva daughter of of ash-gray ratine during the winter, manager, John Cyr, and Porter recalled that Mr. MacMillan acmediate
family
witnessed
the “
_
, _
.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Smith became the with evening gowns of black or violet Akerley who gave the alarm and companied Peary to the North Pole.
the office of County Commissioner 0I
csramony.
aroused the guests. The fire was b
e
______________
bride of Gordon Lee Ragerman, son j shade
j
One of the sensational accessories y0nd control. The stable was destroy-1
The bride Is one o f Houlton’s most Aroostook County.
of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Hagerman,
Mr. Caldwell is a young and popular
! to her evening toillette are the ed but the out-buildings, wagon sheds MATILDA FERGUSON GRANT
charming young women who has lived
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector pf the
The death of Mrs. Matilda Grant,
j cdhurns shoes copied from the old ; and the home of Mr. Cyr were saved
here all her life, and where a large business man, son of the late John
church, officiating, the ceremony be
Roman and Greek statues with all the due to the efficient work of the Van ’ w*dow ° f the late Wallace W. Grant
circle o f M ends will welcome her up- W. and Mary T. Caldwell, and has
ing witnessed by a small company of
j straps and steel nails. This antique Buren fire department who stretched ; occurred Sunday noon at the home o f
on her return from a short honeymoon
had considerabble experience in the relatives and friends.
trip.
|foowear is of violet or black shade and hose from the American side, there her daughter Mrs. Geo. T. Clark, RiverMrs. Hagerman for the past few is worn on bare feet.
management of town affairs having
being no water pressure on the side Street after a painful illness
. M r Robinson is the son of Mr. and
years has been studying nursing at
served
on
the
board
of
selectmen
for
Canadian
side.
Humor,
Pathos
and
Sentiment
lasting nine weeks, during which time
J i n . J. E. Robinson and is associated
the Aroostook Hospital, where, by her
quite
a
number
of
yeare
and
has
alAbound
in
“Little
Women”
---------Ishe has been tenderly cared for by her
with Ills father in business. He is
ways held the confidence and esteem .graciousness and cheerful disposition
four daughters.
very popular among his friends and
Filled with humor, pathos and deli
she made many friends.
W.
H.
WATSON
GROWS
is a ' musician o f very high standing. of his townsmen.
Mrs. Grant was born in Canterbury
Mr. Hagerman, after graduating cate sentiment, “ Little Women,” the
In company with W. H. Jackman,
N.
B. in 1839 and came to Houlton
RECORD
POTATO
CROP
famous
novel
of
Louisa
M.
Alcott.
After a short wedding trip by
from Houlton High School, became
antomoblle they will return to Houlton he has been in the grocery and meat associated with his father in the j which has been picturized and released
1,440 Bbls. Potatoes on Nine (9) with her husband about twenty-four
business at Sherman Mills for six Hagerman Piano Parlors. During the ; as a Paramount-Artcraft special pic- Acres, or 160 Bbls. per acre is the years ago, where she has since resided.
and will reside at No. 19 Green St.
teen years, the firm having recently war he enlisted in the navy, serving I
She was a woman of splendid
shown at the Dream mark set up by Mr. Watson of Little
The TIMES, with many others, ex
sold, Mr. Jackman prefering to change until receiving his discharge, and for i theatre, Thursday and Friday. This ton, and one which it would seem hard 1c^aracfer* devoted to her home and
tends congratulations and wish them
to some form of out-door work.
children, a kind neighbor, always
a time specialized in submarine work, j
be an event in which every wo- to equal on an acreage of this size.
a Ring and happy life.
The Potatoes were the popular |rea(ly
assist those in trouble, and
Thus Mr. Caldwell will have ample acting as instructor in that branch. |man and ehild in the city, and men too,
time to attend to the duties of the
After the ceremony the young for that matter, who have read this “ Comet ’ variety, and the fact th a t! duriag all of her life she was a staunch
TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES
office if nominated and elected, and C0Upje jeft by autQ for Ft. Fairfield immortal story, will be intensely in- , only one ton per acre of l y Potash C h r istia n .
The big picture educatlona and in- his friends feel that he will bring to ag gues^ 0f the
Since the death of her husband
sister. Mrs. L. |teres ted.
Fertilizer was used on 7 of the 9 acres
■tractive, a picture that every ' boy the position those
qualifications D Young, and aftera brief visit will: !t is alavender scented picture
of 4-8-4 on 2 acres is a tribute to the ! whichoccurred in1907 she has made
should see is The Life of our Late and necessary to the successful carrying retllrn t0 Houlton where they willNew England during the days of the excellence of Mr.Watson’s land and
1herbome with herchildren.
Honorable Theodore Roosevelt from out of its duties, viz: sound business r e s jd e
She is survived by one son, Andrew
Civil War, and its numerous home methods of fanning.
the cradle to the White House, soon judgment with strict honesty and
Grant of Smyrna Mills and four
Their many friends here will join .touches, its bits of romance and its
to be shown at The Temple.
daughters, Mrs. Geo. T. Clark, Mrs.
integrity.
the TIMES in extending congratula gentle pathos are as effective in the
PEABODY-LANE
Charles
G. Lunt, Mrs. Harry Sowers
photoplay
as
they
were
in
the
pages
Urban Stock Company with Frank
And they also feel that as the Board tions.
Miss
Edna
Maxine
Peabody, and Mrs. Edith Grant all of Houlton.
of Miss Alcott’s wonderful book. One
•Urban Opening at The Temple, Mon- is at present constituted with Mr.
Funeral services were held on
follows the career of Meg, Jo, Beth daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
day, O c t 13th.
Therriault from the northern section,
LAND
BILL
AUTHOR
when sorrow overtakes them.
Who Peabody, West Houlton, and Will R. j Tuesday and were conducted by her
R aid the advertisment of Mary Mr. Archibald from the central part,
and Amy with solicitude and one Lane of Brooks, Maine were married pastor, Rev. H. Speed of the First
Pickford In Daddy Long Legs, her a man elected from the southern part
laughs when they are joyful and weeps by Rev. E. (\ Jenkins at the Free Baptist Church, burial being made
greatest picture soon to be shown at at this time would make it a geograph
does
not recall Jo’s sublime and use Baptist parsonage on Tuesday.
in Evergreen Cemetery.
ically well balanced Board.
The Temple.
After a wedding trip to Boston, Mr.
To her family the deepest sympathy
less
sacrifice
when
she
sells
her
hair
Our Saturday night show starts at
to provide money for her mother’s and Mrs. Lane will make their home of a large circle of friends is extended.
7 o ’clock Instead o f 6.30.
LONG AUTO TRIP
trip to Washington whore her hus at Biooks, Maine, where Mr. Lane is
band lies seriously ill? Who can re a travelling representative for the HOULTON PEOPLE
BY FORMER RESIDENT
frain from weeping at the pathetic Bangor Daily News.
SELECTMEN’S REPORT
Mr. Corey Tingley and wife of Long
AT THE FESTIVAL
Mr. and Mrs. Lane have the con
death of Beth,nor marvel at the wealth
TO OCTOBER 1.1919 Branch, Cal. have been in town dur
gratulations
of
many
friends
who
exAmong
the
large
number of music
of love which bound the girls to
ing the past two weeks the guests of
lovers who annually go to Bangor to
“ Marmee”
father and to one an- tend best wishes for their future
$ 1,477.87
General Government
Mr. Tingley’s brothers B. S. and
the Maine Musical Festival, there is
Protection of Persons and Property
other.
---------------------Howard E. Tingley.
no Aroostook town that supports these
3,975.33
This splendid photoplay is of unus THEATRE PATRONS
Mr. Tingley left here 18 years ago
events more largely than does Houlton
1,999.01
Health and Sanitation
ual historic interest inasmuch as the
and
has
traveled
extensively
all
TAKE
NOTICE
and
this year’s event drew the usual
1.975.00
scenes were filmed in and about the
Water
26,323.38 through the West. He is employed as
The Government demands that the contingent. Among those noticed by
Highways and Bridges
home of Miss Alcott in Concord, Mass.,
b,550.50 a commercial traveler and has a
Charity and Sfoldiers Aid
where she wrote “ Little Women,” person who buys a ticket for any the TIMES as leaving for Bangor were
26,791.27 large fund of interesting experiences
Every attention was paid to the de amusement, shall in addition to the E.L. Cleveland, Miss Marion Cleveland,
Education
800.00 of western customs. For several years
lib ra ry
tails of production by Harley Knoles, price of the ticket, pay the war tax Cleveland and Miss Marion Cleveland,
leaving here he was in Alaska.
Mrs. Horace Hughes, Mrs. Jason
2.570.00 after
Interest
the director and Rene Guissart, the on same.
1
Mr. Tingley was much impressed
1,000.00
Liabilities
So that beginning Monday, Oct. 6th Hassell, Mrs. O. A. Hodgins, Mrs.
photographer. The four little women
Unclassified
6,511.92 by the many Important changes in
are portrayed by Isabel Lamon, Doro the admission to The Dream, The Moses Burpee, Miss Mary Burpee, Mrs.
$80,974.28 our town during his long absence.
Total
Representative Mondell Is author of thy Bernard, Lillian Hall and Florence Bijou and The Temple Theatres, will E. E. Churchill, Mrs. A. T. Smith, Mrs.
FRANK A. PEABODY
He made the trip by automobile, the Soldier’s Land bill, providing oppor Flinn. Kate Lester, Julia Hurley, be ten and fifteen cents plus the war W. S. Blake, xMrs. Fred E. Hall, Mrs.
HOWARD WBBB
without incident, over the northern tunities for young Americans who serv George Kelson, Conrad Nelson, Henry tax. which will make a total of eleven A. K. Stetston, Mrs Henry Smart,
ed In the war to acquire and own their
ROBERT M. LAW18
route, and upon the return trip the own farms. Mr. Mondell is also leader Hull and Lynn Hammond also are in and seventeen cents for all regular Mrs. F. O. Orcutt, Mrs. P. E. McGary^
Miss Beatrice Putman.
performances.
SELECTMEN Ofr HOULTON southern route will be taken.
the cast.
of his party In the House.
£>0'

Ohi Gapihirfc Appended on
laportiK^Cnaifttee

<

No. 41

Merchant Recently Opening a
Tailor Shop Held Up

Dies in Bangor from Injuries
Received While on Duty

HOULTON

pao k tw o

TIMES, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1919

[with the conquest of the soil.
For best methods and practices in farming . the commission on finance, to effect j beyond words, had a profit arisen in flu en ce Then spellbinders wrought
[the
men
of
New
England
have
a
new
and marketing, the raising of livestock a general lifting of salaries. From this j their midst and proclaimed the fact, up by their own o ’erweenine conceit
Established April 13, i860
"
K conceit,
[Vision. It is a vision of abandoned and all lines of agriculture, with chan- concerted action much is to be hoped, that the American Constitution, conALL THK HOME NEWS
will not traverse the Country spouting
— ! farms reoccupied and brought under ces to select and buy. The farmers’
Similar needs, it may be assumed, j ceived and brought forth so many
Published every Wednesday morning Ithe highest methods of cultivation; exchange, which they have estabblish- jexist in other denominations; and |years ago, was the source of all their about something which they dare as
by the Times Publishing Co.
of great stretches of
woodland ed, has done nearly $1,000,000 of earnest efforts should be made to liberties and happiness. They would sert is “greater than the Government
—
-------------- ---- ----------- cleared and made to bear crops; of business in its first year, and its meet them. The church of today j have ascribed these to their own prow- of the United States.”
CHAS. H* F0QQ* Pre8, A flr*
lowlands drained and converted into county exchanges have neaily 25.000 ^.should realize that a grossly under- ess>their own financial greatness, their
Higher courage and brighter hope
""subscription in U. S. $1.50 per yenr rich gardens; of cities expanded into farmers as members.
paid ministry not only means a c r ip -:own efforts, forgetting how useless all attend the remaining days of our let
■ the
'
‘
IB advance as required by law; lu the subunbs, with
aid
of" good
good
Altogether, the results ahead} a< j pling of present activities, but must these would have been hut for the
ter-writing friend!
Canada $2.00 inadvance.
roads and electric transportation, j
complished show that there is a good jreact seriously upon the church or ; olid backing which the Government,
Slagle copies five cents
filled
with thehappy homes of in-1 prospect of rejuvenating New f
;tomorrow; for young men who are 1sciontiiit ally constructed for the pro_
_ ----------------— ---------------- . dustrial workers, whose
children land through these sensible processes, [contemplating the ministry as a pro-, tection of the weak, gave.
Advertising rates based upoaguaran- shaI1 romp in the sunshine.
i And the benefits are likely to be w ide- ! fession, however high their ideals
‘ Greater than the Government of the
teed c.rculatien.
j it is, in a word a vision of
New ! spread. They will have an extensive ! an(1 sincere their purpose, cannot fail United States!” Ydhat can it he that
As an aid to robustness, thousands
Bntered a t'tie"P ost Office at Houlton |England's hold on the soil restored.j industrial influence; for, not only is it ! t0 be deterrrod if they cannot, at least i. thus apostrophised? The Govern
upon
thousands use
her urban life ruralized and herrural! the farmer “ who feeds us all,” as the j jook forward to “a living wage.”
ment of the United States is not a
(or circulation at second-class
life made urban. Thus old New Eng- ! old saying puts it, but his position, as
man, nor a group of men. They only
postal rates.
land, three centuries after the com -j a land owner, an employer of labor,
are the human instruments entrusted
IN ONE SHORT SPAN OF LIFE.
All Subscriptions are DISCONTIN ing of the Pilgrim fathers, shall re i and himself a worker, tends to make
temporarily with the operation of the
! him a ■tabie factor in the community.
“ Some of us,” a gentleman in a machinery of Government. Failing,
UEP when more than 3 months in ar new her youth like the eagle
as regular as clock-work the year
Is all this a new expression of New j
------------ --------City wrote a friend the other day in oflen, unfaithful sometimes, mortal al around. A rich tonic, Scott's —
rears.
England idealism? Not at all—it is J
UNDERPAID MINISTERS
private correspondence, “ who have ar~ ways, they are trusted to do the best abounds in elem ents that con*
downright
business
and
cold-blooded
1
Tiiere
are
cheering
signs
of
an
I
lived on the shady side and are cam ,hov (.an tor a thne with the f]ivine es. tribute to th e u p -b u ild in g o f
SCHOOL JUSTICE.
Be sure that you
A young woman who has had un- economics, with this proviso; that as ] awakening of IHIbiic interest, and |sciously on the homeward way. are tablishnumt given unto their care and strength.
buy S c o ff's Emulsion.
usol success as a teacher, remarked the fathers “ builded better than they j some stirrings of the public con- j congratulating ourselves that life for thea to haU(j it over t0 others* who
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield. ST. J. 19S
the other day that the best way to knew.” so the children in quest of a science regarding the low salaries ! ns has been cast in the times which will stumble along as they have stumIiut none of these th'ings move or
maintain discipline Is to let the chJl- sure foundation for their great in- paid to ministers. It is quite within j we have seen. Security in person and
4f»H know just what they can depend dustrial structure are unconsciously bounds to say that no class of work- j property, respect for the rights of all. alt(.?rtll(;(.hara(.ter
of thejn.stitutiQns
U. S. R. R. ADMINISTRATION
^pon. They muat realize that you mean ! treading the path that leads mevita- ers is> on the average, paid so little, : Reneral, almost universal, obdionce of whi(.h they have hadin change
WhatDirector General of Railroads
Whet you say.
j bJy t0 a larger measure of freedom, ; ln proportion
to what is expected of i law. have given us our span of life in over of good Anu,ri(.a kas ’ accom.
BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
In their homes, she said,
a lot of j security and contentment, a higher ! it And there is no class whose con-j a great age of the world. For one. I pished for her citizens and for the
TIME TABLE
Children do not get any such regular i expression of fundamental
clem oc-! (lition j)y veason 0f the nature of the ; am rather glad to know that I do not v.orl.i glows out c f the fact that its
Corrected to September 29, 1919
and dependable treatment.
A great |racy, than they have ever known in ! servi(.e which it renders, it would be 1have to face the future, with all these Govr,rnment is baS(ul upon an agree_
Trains Dally Except Sunday
aiany times threats will be made, and j the past.
^
; so difficult, if not impossible, to im- j conditions, which have made life so ment among men “ to do justly, and to
From HOULTON
«ha Children will go ahead and do the! Those who believe New England is prove through organization and con- ! pleasant and desirable for me, in the love ulercv and t0 walkhumbly with 8.28 a. m.—Fur Fort Fairfield, Caribou
Limestone and Van Buren.
^ tw y they were warned against, and worn out have something to learn. . (,erted action. Even for the individual 1state of uncertainty in which we find their God.”
9.23 a. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
Boston.
the parent takes no notice of it. Then IThey needto study geography at minister to suggest an increase of j them.”
Let us hope earnestly that our friend 11.30 a. m.—For Ashland, St. Francis, Ft.
occasionally the mother or father will j first hand.
She needs development. ,.alarv woupi surely be regarded in; One need not wonder at the pessiKent, Washburn, Presque Isle, Van
will live to see the day when there
Buren. via Squa Pan and Mapleton.
hurst Into a passion over the com- j She needs her young men to exploit' S01ne quarters as presumptuous. Yet j mistic tone of the letter writer. We
1.40
p. m.—For Dover & Foxcroft, Green
shall he a return to allegiance to the
ville, Bangor, Portland and Boston
mission of some trifling act, and will j and make the most of her riches.
he is as har(i hit by the high cost o f : happen to know and can assure our <’0nstitntioT-. when
it Qhoii
Q
ua
6.*6 ]>. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
give the youngster a severe whipping.) The vision is worth holding before , living as any other class in the com- ; readers that he is not by nature a
"
g
Boston, Buffet Sleeping Car Caribou
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,
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.
universally regarded, as it truly is, as
to Boston,
That kind of thing absolutely de-| tis. Is it to be realized?
mumty. So it comes to pass that, : pessimist. But the situation of the Hln
4 .
,
.
. . . .
,
;
.......................
the gieatest human document of me- 8.02 p. m.—For Fort Fairfield, Van Buren
chile some classes of physical workers j world looks dark to him now, and he
moralises children. They get the idea
Due HOULTON
dioval or modern ages, when men shall
8.19 a. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban
that it makes no difference whether j REJUVENATING NEW ENGLAND demand a six-hour day, and a five-day 1rejoices that his years of activity have
-erne again to respect it. to obey it,
gor. Buffet Sleeping Car Boston to
fhoy do right or not. Thy are bound
The “ eastern states movement” week and a 60 per cent increase in j been spen* under the protection of a to Iove it an(I rec0gnize its mighty
Caribou.
to get aboutso muchpunishmentany-1 haS( s0 t0 speak, “nothing against” [wages, the minister, with a seven-day [ system which has wrought good reworth among men tracing back^as 9.19 a. m —From Van Buren, Caribou, Ft.
way, so they might as well go ahead |the western states. It is not prompt- week, and little respite from his j suits down through the greater part of thoytnithfullv may all the blessings 12.58Fairfield.
p. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban
and do as they have a mind to. ‘
|ed by any sectional antagonism. But activities, is shut off from labor-union j his years. He was born and passed
"
"
Greenville, Dover & Foxcroft.
which they enjoy, to its beneficent in- 2.54gor,
p. m.—From St. Francis, Ft. Kent.
••In our school," continued the teach- ^ recognizes that there has been an i methods of bettering his condition, j his young manhood in a time when
Van Buren, Washburn. Presque Isle,
via Squa Pan.
•T,“ the children know Just what to appalling decline in NewEngland j Among the Methodists the need o f : the Constitution
of the United States
6.21 p. m.—From Van Buren, Limestone
depend upon. It is arelief to them agriculture, that thousands of acres i concerted action is acute, especially j was universally revered. He lived to
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
after the uncertainty and variability 0f Perfectly good soil go unculti-! among the rural churches in the W est! see the time when the people accepted
7.59 p. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban
gor.
of their home government.
They vated. that the number of abandoned ! and South. The committee of the ; the blessings the reign of tlm ConstiTime tables giving complete informa
farmhouses j Ohio conference, which is campaigning j tution brought, without paying much
know that tf they do wrong they will farms and dilapidated
tion may be obtained at ticket offices.
GEO
M. HOUGHTON, General Passenger
Im tore to get into trouble, and they multiplies, and that the “ high cost 'for improved conditions, sets its stand- [regard to the sources of all these blesan English chem- Agent, Bangor, Me.
4 o right they will have a good time. of living” is higher East than Westward at a minimum salary of $1200. |sings. During these times the endur_
ist began to manu
Bo we have little trouble with dis for the obvious reason that the sit- That, certainly, is not an extreme re- j ing principles of that immortal domi facture BEECHAM’S PILLS.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
nation is not helped, as it should b e ,! quest. But, at present, according to j ment were the safety and bulwark of Today they have the largest
cipline.”
sale
of
any
medicine
in
m
.
And ! the figures of the Rev. L. I. Hart, field j society, but the thoughtless race acGood modern schools are run on this by local production of foods.
the world!
B
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
theory and discipline is better than the leaders in this movement, among j secretary of the endowment fund of |cepted the good that came from it
OFFICE AT RE8I0ENCE
whom
are
many
men
conspicuous
in
that
conference,
1300
ministers,
or
one
i
without
realizing
how
it
happened
that
formerly* The fact that it Is on the
129 Main 8t. Houlton, Me.
whole very good In the schools of business and industry, believe that out of every sixteen in the denomina-1 so much of good was vouchafed to
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KEEP STRONG

Scott’sEmulsion

M ore than
60 yrs. ago

Houltoa, suggests that on the whole
they are run on this basis. Young
teachers who have not become wholly
sere o f themselves will And that kind
hat Inflexible justice solves many
problems. Children will welcome it
after the Irregularity of discipline that
prevails in s o many homes.

THE PROGRAM
OP FOOD RAISING
The fall Is the time when the farmof* plan their operations for the next
year. The size o f the 1920 food crop
Wj)l he pretty well determined within
the next few weeks. If the farmers
BO ahead with hope and confldence
t im e will be an abundant food supply
next year and prices will be reasonable and moderate.
If they become discouraged and
think It time to reduce their enter
prises, production will fall off and
prices are likely to be higher than

ever.
During the war the farmers were
appealed to to plant big crops on the
ground o f patriotism. They respond
e d nobly. Every bushel of grain aid
every pound ot meat they produced
ana badly needed. They have been
richly rewarded for th?ir effort, not
merely in satisfaction at performing
a civic duty, but In good prices for all
their products.
Many farmers are
by nature
pessimists. One old timer remarked
about this time some years before the
war, that he did not behove he dared
Tslse a pig that year. He had for a
number of years raised one pig. but
tim es looked so bad that he could not
see how he could get out of it, and
t^e pjgpen was empty that year. That
hind o f fanner has long since been
left bn the shuffle, but those of his
type are still hesitating whether they
w ill attempt to do business on a small
acale or a full scale.
They will still serve a patriotic
cause by going the limit to produce
«ood crops. The food scarcity still
WXists and will for years. Everything
that can he raised and stored will sell
a t prices far above those prevailing
before the war. The people who win
opt In this life are those who look
ahead with hope and confldence and
plan large things. That applies to far
m ers as well as to any other business
men.
W ILL NSW ENGLAND
BEGIN AGAIN?
Three hundred years ago the rocks,
Woods, livers and plains of New
Ihgland came under the sway of the
Pilgrim fathers.
The foundations
they laid have supported the grow
in g, superstructure of Industrial cities
and complacent towns that have
lik e n the place of the pioneer farms.
Consequently New England has become top-heavy and is out of balaflee. She imports most of her food
end fuel and in these times of trans
portation uncertainty is in danger of
feeing crippled at any moment. A
writer in the current Review of Re
views believes that thq m en of New
England see this menace so plainly
that they will undertake to restore
the balance. He says:
Next year will see New Engand
bowing at the shrines of her fathers
and celebrating the three hundredth
anniversary o f the landing of the
Pilgrims at Plymouth. And if the
jh a J aa o f the fathers are present
th c$ will smile at the spectacle of
t M f decendants and successors be|hmH>| again at the beginning—

g e o d fS Ii

it is time that something were done tion, North and South, receive $300 a them. As those
days passed, the
about it, and, with that end in view, year or less; for 2308 ministers, the multitude would have been astonished
Sold evd y w Iw N .
In
have formed the Eastern
States average is $400; and the average of all
Agricultural and Industrial League, [ Methodist ministers, including the
with the double purpose of stimulat- southern churches, is $600. Even In
ing production and checking the d rift! the New England states, according
of New England industries westward, to the Methodist commission of finance
The extent to which the decline the average is only $820; and, in the
Use only three level tea
in New England agriculture has gone south central and southern states, it
appears from a brief comparison of drops to $542. But a determined
spoonfuls for five cups
officials figures. During the half cen- effort is being made to improve this
tury from 1860 to 1910, the farm land state of things; and Zion’s Herald of
under cultivation decreased by more Aug. 27 contained individual letters
than 5,000,000 acres; cattle decreased ; of appeal from nineteen Methodist
from 56 to 20 per 100 population, and [ bishops—the entire membership of
sheep from 60 to 4; and while the total i the board, with the exception of two
population increased HO per cent., |or three who were out of the country- the population of the rural towns fell j urging immediate co-operation with
off 32 per cent. The figures of the ......... ■' ... .. —■»■■■■■ « m
■■—
succeeding decade, when the census
Sold only In sealed packages
of 1920 is tabulated are likely still
further to emphasize these depressing
tendencies. Estimates based on the
185
census of 1910 indicate that, at that
time, Massachusetts was consuming
nearly or quite four times as much
food as she produced.
The need of better development of
local agricultural possibilities was
keenly realized in the war years, as With “ L. F.” Atwood's Medicine
was shown in the cultivation of va- Thousands of people in this State have
ctnt city lots, and the springing up known and used it in their families;
their parents and their grandparents
of “ Avar gardens” in the. suburbs. used it before them. It is a safe, reli
Seme of these gardens, it must be able medicine for use in sick headache,
admitted, present a melancholy as biliousness, nausea, constipation, slug
pect this pear. But the enterprise of gish liver and kindred ailments.
You Are Not Experimenting when
which they are a manifestation should you buy “ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine.
not be spasmodic, but continuing, and
It may be given to
it should be fostered in every' possible children if troubled with
worms in the stomach or
| bowels, with very satisThe promoters cf the eastern states j factory results. Most all
movement, under whose auspices was ; druggists and general
held at Springfield last w'eelc exposi- j storekeepers sell it. 50
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NEW DENTAL PARLORS

10c., 28c.

Corner Pleasant Street and
Highland Ave.

DR. L. P. HUGHES
Ransford W. Shaw

SHAW & THORNTON
ATTORNEYS
Prompt attention to all business
Houlton,
Maine
Probate matters have Special
Attention

DR. F. 0 . ORCUTT
DENTIST

T E A is good tea

B u ild

Seth S. Thornton

Fogg Block

DR. W. B. ROBEN
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Suite 22, Mansur Block
Tel. 156
Houlton, Maine

u p

tion which attracted crowds of 30,000
daily, aim to bring together farmers,
manufacturers, laborers and consumers
and to present object lessons in the

! p ifb ottie wd! be^ntlree
, on request,
| “ L. F.” Medicine Co.,
! Portland, Maine.
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T h a t fc P a r t
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PO STU M
Ce r e a l
lias a flavor thais sure
to please. A n e co 
nom ical fa c to r in
housekeeping. A
health huilder, used
instead o f coffee.
N o R a is© in P r ic e
T w o s i z e s u s u a l ly s o l d a t 1 5 *
M ade by Postum C e r e a l Company
B a ttle Cree.k, M ichigan.
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The Buick Steering Gear
The Buick steering gear has been de
signed to combine the attributes of
safety and ease of operation.
The principal advantages are entire relief from
road shocks being transmitted through the ste e r 
ing mechanism, and ability to follow the tracks in
mud or sand without wearisome maneuvering
and without the danger of jumping the ruts. So
that the easy h a n d lin g o f the Buick steering
mechanism will be appreciated by all drivers.
A s a result cf th;s design, the factor of safety in
Buick steering gears is very high. And because of
the leverage provided by the the large steering
wheel, anti-friction bearings and the positive lubri'
cation of every part, the car m ay be operated for
many hours at a time without fatigue to the driver.
W hen B etter A u tom obiles A re Built B U IC K W ill Build T h em "

L . S . B e a n , Distributor for Aroostook County
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“ But then came the war in Europe
and all was changed. The steamships
of Germany, which, made continual use
of th?? harb'.r of St. Thomas, "ere .iriven from the seas, and whore formerly
.
,
all was business and enterprise, only
will be prepared to pay even more than now and then a ship found its way into
Ithe present high prices, as the manu port, and the people of St. Thomas,
facturers are anxious to obtain raw their agriculture neglected for years,
materials with which to bring their found themselves unable to gain a
living, either from the land or from the
factories to capacity production.
sea.
“ The history of the Danish West In
U. S. NOW OWNS
dies is full of interest. Columbus found
PIRATES HAVEN St. Thomas inhabited by Caribs and
Announcement that the Virgin Is Arawaks in 1493. In 1657 a colony of
lands, formerly the Danish West Dutch settlers occupied the island, but
Indies, are to be the beneficiaries of an when they heard of New Amsterdam,
now New York, they left it to become
annual appropriation of $200,000 from
a part of the new colony with such a
the navy department, and are to be remarkable future ahead of it. The
the objects of a general Americaniza English came to St. Thomas next, but
tion program, is the occasion for in 1666 it was formerly taken over by
issuance of a bulletin concerning our the Danish Crown. In 1764 the King of
Denmark took the government into his
newest possesions by the National
own hands and threw the port of Char
Geographic Society.
lotte Amalie open, duty free to all na
"Though the group comprises 50 tions. In 1801 the British took the is
islands, on the northeastern rim of the land from the Danes, but restored it
Caribbean sea, only three are big after 10 months. Again in 1807, Britain
took possession of St. Thomas, but re
enough to have a name on any but
turned it in the readjustments growing
hydrographic charts and local maps,”
says the bulletin.
"These are St.
Thomas, St. John and St. Croix.
While St. Croix has an area of about

came to market In Europe they were
quickly
snapped up with an advance in
FRIENDSHIP LAND
prices. Unless the exchange situation
baw d by th« Autobeh&ppy Association jmilitates tc.o strongly against *....opo,
of Anywhere to Everybody, Everywhere ■the late belligerent and neutra. coun
of Anywhere to Everybody.
; trfeB on the other slde of the Atlantic

THE R O U T ! TO

(By E. M. Brainerd)
Taka tha straight, wide road tba* leads
through Life
Till you come to the Meeting Place,
Than kaap to the right, past Handshake
Town
A t a alow and steady pace,
Too aoon you will come to the Mount of
Doubt,
* But tackle it with will,
If you kaap your eyes on the star of
Hope
'Twill team but a little hill!
A t t i e top of the hill is a curving road
That circles tha town of Pride;
Don’t taka tha road that leads straight
through
But kaap to the way outside;
FMloW the river of Plenty-to-Do,
That la spanned by the bridge of Play,
atop now and then at the Laughter
Inna
That are scattered along the way.
Drink a draught at the well of Health
Vtora tha cup of Righteous Living,
And cross the river of Share-your-Joys
On tha ferry of Cheerful Giving;
Tha rolling stones of Hasty Words
Tour downfall oft will seek,
Unless you wear tha heavy boots
Called "Think-before-you-speak!”
Than at the cross-roads called GoodCheer
, Ton uniat taka tha road to Song,
This leads to tha town that bears the

Of Help-Some-One Along;
Than heard a boat called Lend-a-hand,
A t tha wharf of Speak-the-Truth.
84 square miles and St. Thomas but
And sail for tha port of Patience Land
Where you, 11 board tha train of Youth. 28 square miles, St. Thomas is the most
Bug a ticket for Friendship Land
important of the group of islands.
At a station called Sacrifice.
This ticket will coat a bit of love
This importance arises from the fact
And It's worth full twice the price.
that
the harbor on the south side of
Alight at tha station of Loving Deeds
And go to a gate called Trust,
the island is one of the finest in all
The key of Forgiveness hangs close by
tropical America.”
And never waa known to rust!
W alk down Understanding Lane
The story of how the war robbed
Through tha garden of Heart’s Desire;
St.
Thomas of her one lone industry,
Turn at tha fountain of Dreams-come true
jand the possibilities the islands hold
And you'll notice a golden spire!
1for rehabilitation, is told in the followNew you have come to the House of
l
Faith
ling communication to the society:
Where Comfort and Love abide;
i "From the days of the buccaneers
Open tha door and walk right in—
|St. Thomas’s strategic advantage has
For you'll And your Friend inside!

PAGE T H U S

out of the Napoleonic wars in 1815.
“ St. Croix was settled by Dutch end
English but they quarreled and the
Dutch had to get out in ■35 X The .3 \%
lish in their turn were driven out by
the Spaniards. France gave the island
to the Knights of Malta, but after a
prolonged but losing effort to put it on
a profitable basis the Knights, in 1720,
demolished their forts, abandoned the
island and removed to Santo Domingo
In 1727 the French captured eight
British vessels lying there and took
possession of the island again finally
selling it to King Christian of Den
mark.”
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a package
before the war

Y es—

a package
during the war

A doctor’s prescription.
Interns! and external use.
Over 100 years of success.

Johnson's
A scD Y N E L in lm en t
a wonderfully soothing, healing, pain ban
ishing a n o d y n e for Ckmgbs, Colds, Sore
Throat, Grippe, Cramps, Chills, Bronchitis,
Tonsilitis, Sprains, Strains and many other
aches and ills. Safe —sure—satisfying.
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a package
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; been realized, for when the Spanish
Main was the happy hunting ground
FUR SITUATION IN
of the gentlemen of the black flag
EUROPEAN LANDS this harbor was their headquarters.
CASE 9-18 KEROSENE TRACTORS
fur business in the leading Behind its outer hills the pirate craft
countries o f Europe at the present found shelter from the open sea, and
time Is Just about as prosperous as were well screened from the sight of
it Is in the United States, according j pa88ing 8bip8 untill the moment came
to Norman H. Beacon, who returned |to pounce down upon them. In more
OB the Baltic recently from an ex ten d -; recent times it has played the role of
o t M a o ' S trip abroad, stfys New safe harbor for the thousands of
YcMl Times. Mr. Bacon was for 15 ve8gei8 bound from Europe to Panama
fpora fur trade commissioner of the
surrounding territory, or vice versa
J A M E S S. P E A B O D Y
Hudson Bay Company in Canada, j
a free port, where repairs, ships’
with headquarters in Montreal, but 8t0res and coal might be had, upon
Houlton, Maine
about four months ago became pres- j whlch tbere had been n0 levy of tarlff
IMi lUIUH— LW'.— WWh ■
ident o f the New York Fur Auction ; duties, the shipping world found the
Bales Corporation of this city.
j harbor of Charlotte Amalie an at"While on the other side, he said, j tractive way station on most of its
«I visited England, France, Belgium ! Carlbbean routes.
BRAND
DIAMOND
'And the neutral countries in an en- j ‘<Tbe result was that agriculture in
H e.
deavor to get a first-hand view of re-1
Thomas fell into decay, and nearly
construction in Europe as it affected all of the actlvities of the iSand’s
OO**
the fur trade in genera!, and especial- -p0pUiatj0n were devoted tothe in
I
ly New York as the fur market of the j terests of its harbor, and one of the AskLADIES
j’our Drufrgfat fo r CIII-CHES-TER S
world. In all o f the countries I vis- : flnest coaling stations in the tropical DIAM OND liKAND PILLS it “
G old metallic boxes, sealed
fted I found the fur business in a j worid wag established there,
Ribbon. T a k e no o t h e r .
PrnRfftat
ask for CIIIprosperous condition. Apparently the j „ In addition to the coaling station D I A l l O N and
D E U A N !) P I L L S , fo r tw enty-five
sudden signing of the armistice there ig afloatlng dry_dock and a years regarded as Best, Safest, A lw a y s R eliable.
brought about a slump in Europe, |marjne
where splendid repair S O L D BY ALL DRUGGISTS
lust as it did in this Country, but if facllitles are provlded.
EVERYWHERE SS S
«j* tb in g Europe was quicker than we
„As long as there facllities were in
were in realising the great opportu- demand gt Thomas was a £airly pros_
fifties open to trade as soon as the j pgrous island. Men and women alike
ffisples o f the world returned to their j found It easy to get employment) at j
peace-time occupations. The early least for a part of the time, at what
is at the b o tto m o f most
Ppilni showed a general revival of was to them a living wage, which was
digestive
ills.
fur badness over there, with one cent per basket of coal, weighing
jftftetN increasing dally and with a from 85 to 100 pounds. Some carried
steady demand from both dealers and as many as two or three hundred
alfifiuffieturers.
baskets during the four or five hours
fo r indigestion afford p le a s 
"F ine furs are now in good demand required to coal a ship. * When not
in g and prom pt r e l i e f fro m
ifi France, Holland and England, while doing this work, they found consider
the distress o f acid-dyspepsia.
glaple American furs are selling able employment discharging coal
MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNL
Wtokly in Belgium, France and the from freighters which brought it to
MAKERS OP SCOTT’S EMULSION
agfitrul countries. Apparently high St. Thomas.
pfitoes have not proved a deterrent to
U p fur manufacturers throughout
S tra p *
•*1 found it interesting to note that
% syndicate of large French buyers,
wjbo had heretofore dealt in Lelpsic,.
p ie bean formed, with a view to pur
chasing their furs direct in America.
1 la v e found the same tendency in
cfher European countries, so that if
"Peruna has positively done for
tfijmspertatlon facilities permit, it is
me what many doctors tailed to
do. I have been time and again
W f f likely that the fall and winter
compelled to take to my bed for
auction sales will he attended by a
days. The first bottle of Peruna
gave relief and while I always
lame number of European buyers.
keep it in the house for emerg
encies, I consider m yself entirely
Ip any
there are certain to be
u fBrant,
n
free from catarrh o f the stomach,
and large purchases made
the trouble from which I suf
fered
for so long before taking
hfiN for Baropean account.
this remedy.”
*Vtam all the reports which I have
Mr. M. VanBuren, Engineer,. G.
Liquid or Tablet Form
feeetved It appears that the war left
R . 4 1 Ry., 17 Highland St., Grand
Sold Everywhere
Raplda, Mich.
A sk Your Dealer
Germany practically stripped of furs.
The Idea, popularly held, that Germany
had succeeded in procuring vast quan
E ven the Departm ent o f Justice, in its unjust
tise o f Russian pelts has proved to
hfi wrong. As a matter o f fact, soon
attem pt to create prejudice against the packers, has
after the armistice quantities of
A mild, effective, remedy
m ade public these sam e letters, w ith n o explanation.
AlMriean raw furs were sold by
Wtsmh interests to occupied districts
H o w lon g m ust this kind o f misrepresentation
e f Germany, a&d France has already
G o ld e n
■flit buyers to Leipslc to renew busicontinue? In so far as it is believed, it not only breeds
H e a d a ch e
dqae relations and to purchase dressed
discontent, but results in injustice to ou r industry.
fllpl dyad furs. The articles bought
No opiates, chloral, morphine or cocaine. Easy to take.
•TR many o f them, of American
origin, procured by Germany through
Get “ Ballard’s” . A tablet, not a powder
Let us send you a Swift “Dollar.’
nwfirnl countries.
It will interest you.
*«*The fur houses o f London and
Address Swift ft Company,
Leipslc are again in communication,
Union Stock Yards,
Chicago, 111.
aad strong efforts may be expected by
Loudon fur interests to retain the
German business. While only of indirect Interest to sellers at the New
Yprfc fur auctions, It was gratifying
to note the many favorable comments
on the dressed and dyed skins im
Houlton Local Branch, 74 Bangor Street
ported' from the United States. It is
now universally concede^ that the
H . E. Mishou, Manager
American dressers and dyers have
made great strides during the war
and that on many kinds o f furs their
THIS SHOWS
WHAT BECOMES
work equas—and at times excels—
AVERAGE DOLLAR
that o f the ffimous Leipslc dye houses.
RECEIVED
Any relaxation o f ecort on the part of
r$W
IFT COMPANY
FROM THE SALE OF MEAT
American dressers and dyers, how
ANO SY PRODUCTS
\ & 9 6*
*» CENTS IS PAID TON THE
ever, will surely be taken advantage
83t
U VE AN IM AL
12.00 CENTS FOR LA NON
o f ia Germany.
CXPCnSCS ANO PNCMNT
CENTS REMAINS
“ Thera can he no .doubt that the
W IT H
Bangor, Maine ^aSe***
werid’a stock o f raw furs o f practlO o O
SWFTtCMRWr
CfiRy aB kiads la very short. As goods
iM M IL t o n V
4 r a n t , DEALERS, HOULTON

WHY

N O T IN V E S T IG A T E ?

Your order today means that tomorrow this machine will
be on your farm, doing the work of 3 good teams at an
operating cost of one man’s time plus 15 gal. of kerosene
and 1 gal. of cylinder oil per 10 hour day.
Present limited stock and price conditions warrant pur
chasing now.

CHIGNESTER SPILLS

SS&

55

EXCESSIVE ACIDITY

Rl-ifOIDS

S B PE-RU-NA
Entirely Free from
Catarrh of the Stomach

Encouraging
Bolshevism

Everything that falsely encourages
unrest also encourages bolshevism.
Misunderstanding of American indus
trial organization, and of its benefits to
mankind, leads to unrest, dissatisfaction,
and radicalism.
For example, the Federal Trade Com
mission tells the public that the large
packers had an agreed price for lard
substitute (made of cotton-seed oil.)
It reproduces letters taken from the
files of one of the packers, showing
that such agreed price existed.

But it failed to mention that the agreed
price was determined at the request o f
and in c o -o p e r a t i o n with the Food
Administration!

DON’T SUFFER HEADACHE

B allard’s

Tablets

CLARIONS M ADE IN MAINE

meet Maine*8 needs. They have
the constitution that stands up
under hard work, the liberal fire
boxes and flues that give smooth,
even operation, the complete
control of fire and oven that
means economy.
You help Maine industry
when you help yourself by buy
ing a Clarion.

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,

Swift & Company, U. S.

157
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C L A S S I F I E D ADS
Mrs. Amos Putnam entertained at an scholars are especially urged to at
tend
to
make
the
acquaintances
of
the
“ At Home” on Tuesday afternoon from
teachers but any and all interested White Chester Pigs 4 weeks old for
4 to 6.
sale. A. E. Astle, 291-M.
41tf
in the schools of the town will be
The
Education
Committee
of
the
Lewiston Man Hardly Able To
heartily welcomed. A short program
Woman’s Club gives a reception to the will be given, refreshments will be Buy Fountain Pens of Osgood, the
Work, Takaa Tanlac and
Jeweler. We repair Pens, too.
teachers of the town at 8 o clock Fii- |serve(i an(j a pleasant social affair is
Now Faela F in e .
day evening, October 10th
the High j
M fonvard to.
Violin pupils wanted— Inquire of Eva
“ It's the honest truth, Tanlac has School Auditorium to which the p u b l i c __________________________
McGinley. Tel 434-5
341p
drlVen away all my troubles and is cordially invited. The parents of Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
Furnished rooms to let at Mrs. Nevbrought back my strength so that now
I>i the District C o u rt o f the Cnited State s
ers’ corner Court and Military Sts.
fe r tlie N orthern Div is io n o f the D is 
1 can tackle any Job and never have
40tf
trict o f Maine.
In B a nkrup tcy.
a bit of trouble doing the work ” de
WANTED
In matter oi:
Lost on Tuesday around town a sum
clared Thomas Palman, 434 Sabattus
C.eoiRe \V. Dionne
; In B a n k r u p tcy
of money in loose bills reward for
Wanted at once 10 good Houses.
Street. Lewiston, a few days ago.
Ba nkrupt
return to Snell House.
1 flu
To tlie c re d ito rs o f said (leorffo
W
“ I guess I’ve tried about every We have a large number of customers
remedy there is for stomach trouble that want homes. If you want to sell Dionne o f Van Bu ren in the c o u n t y o f Wanted a girl for general housework
vou had better place your property in A ro o s t o o k and District a fo r e sa id b a nkru p
in small family. Applicants call at
during the past two years,” he continu ^
\runs took, and District ato rcsaid , b a n k Joe Bernstein's store, Market Sq..
i |.U))t
ed, “ but nothing did me any good un our hands at once.
,
141
■*
■ N o tice is h -reby g ive n that on the 6th
til I began taking Tanlac a little while
FOX BROS. COMPANY
W .« "c . i,,,-.
i... m*. the ™ui
ago. I had been having a terrible
■George \V. Dion ne w as duly a d ju d ic a te d Sheafe’s Dancing School Instruction
time. Everytime I would eat anything
in Pouplar Steps. Children after
Real Estate and Insurance
ba nkru pt, anti that the first m e e tin g o f
noons, Adults evenings.
Hey wood
gas would form and bloat me up to j
his cre d ito rs will he held at the office ot
Theatre, Mondays.
;c(lwin D. Y-ii!. in Houlton, on the 8th
where I thought my chest would burst, j Agents for Equitable Life
Then I had awful pains around my [
Assurance Society of N. Y. day o f N o v e m b e r, A. D.. HU!*, at HI o 'c lo c k
in the fo re n o o n at w hich time the said
I For Sale— One Franklin open-stove,
stomach and through my back. These j g2 Mflin gt
Next t0 Elk Bldg. cre
d ito rs m a y a tt end, p r o ve their cla im s
I in good condition, with spark screen.
got so bad that I was hardly able t o !
a ppoin t a trustee, e x a m in e the b ankru pt
! Inquire of Dr. C. E. Williams, Main
and
tr
ansact
such
o
th
e
r
b
usin
ess
as
may
do any work and sometimes I’d just j
j
St. Tel 271W
241
pro pe rly c o m e b e fo r e said meeting.
have to quit altogether and lie down ;
■' ------------ ----- - z~
Dated at Hou lt on , O c t o b e r nth. 1!M',».
until the pain eased up a little. I was i ‘GETS-1T’ PEELS YOUR
I'll •'WIN L. VA IL .
I For Sale— Farm 25 acres, all stocked.
R e fe re e in B a nkrup tcy. i Twelve minutes walk
•o nervous that I could hardly sleep
to electric
CORNS RIGHT OFF
! cars, 2 V* miles to city. Enclose
at night and when morning came I
stamp. J. C. Read. Route 14 Gardiner
wouldn’t be fit for a thing. I tell you ! Two Drops Will Do It Without Fuss or
i Me.
441}>
|
Trouble.
Never
Fails
I suffered and sometimes I just
I There’s only one way to get rid of a
thought my back would break.
corn, and that is to peel it oft as you
E A G L E
; Girls Wanted for work on Clothespin
would a banana skin. There is only one
“ That’s how I felt when I began corn
and Dish Machines also Packing
remover in all the world that does
room.
For particulars write Nor
taking Tanlac, but now my pains are it that way, and that is “Oets-It.” It is
“
MIKADO”
‘
of this fact that “Gets-It is to
thern Woodenware Co.. Island Falls.
all gone and I’m full of energy all the because
day the biggest seller among corn- reMaine.
241
PENCIL
time. Why, I can work hard from
morning 'till night and never feel it
Bank book No. 15600 issued by the
at all. I can eat anything without
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
any trouble from gas or bloating. It
lost, and this notice is given, as re
all agrees with me and it sure does
quired by law, that a duplicate hook
may lie issued.
341
taste good. My back don’t hurt any
more, my nerves are in fine shape
Ba^k bcok No. 10959 issued by the
and I sleep sound all night long. Tan
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
lac is a wonderful medicine and I’m
lost, and this notice is given, as re
glad to say a good word for it."
quired by law, that a duplicate book
may lie issued.
341
Tanlac Is sold in Houlton by Munf o ’s West End Drug Store, Island Falls
by 8. R. Crabtree, Fort Kent by Stan
. cigiii g better than 28'Hi lbs., veil
ley Burrlll.—Advt.
Thm’a No Cora “ G«U-lt” Will Not *G«t/
broken and fit for any klua cf work.
movers on this planet. It means the end
Kind and ;;v
ALo double
of “ corn-riddling.'’ For hard corns, soft
wagon and harne - ,'f desired. In
corns,
very
old
corns,
young
corns,
corns
ADVISES WORK TO
quire of William Armstrong. Houlton
between tne toes and calluses, it means
For Sale at
a quick, certain finish. “ Gets-It“ is appli
Tel. 432-5
2 tip

C L A S S I F I E D A DS

fT9VOMDEKFUL

DECLARES PALMAN

REMEDY UNREST ed

People who “ continue to believe that
there is a bag of gold at the end of
the rainbow” are largely responsible
for industrial and social unrest In
America and other countries. Secre
tary Lane declared in an address be
fore the annual convention of the
Association of American Secretaries
o f State.
“ These folks,” he said, won’t take
the word o f experienced men all down
the road o f history that there is no
magical way to happiness. Work alone
finds the way. Work is the salvation,
materially and spiritually.
“ Our war morale has not been main
tained. W e have not the unity of pur
pose that prevailed then. We lack a
common purpose, we Americans,
tiongh we are: just as loyal, just as
Idealistic.
. “ W e can adopt an aggressive, con’ •tractive program for America. “Let
la all work to make this country a
better place In which to live, not by
telflefc enterprises, but by co-operation.
That le onr ideal. Let us live up to It.”
‘

Mi*.;

.......B w jiia a s1
FARM FOR 8ALE
1$0 acre farm 1% miles from B. &
A FEU tlon Houlton, under the very
I cultivation free from rocks; cut
tons o f h^y; raised 1000 bushels
1500 hbl. potatoes this year.
Well hi yard 148 feet deep;
htottse; barn 40x90 feet with two
«*«*• 40*20; horse stable; all kinds
Of farming 1tools: manure spreader,
per and Binder, two Mowing ma
tes. two Horse Rakes, two Sulky
,. two Wheel Cultivators, two
Plows, two Horse Hoes, two
Plows, Hoover Digger, Robbins
PHater and Seeder, for grain and seed
•tyo three Disk Harrows and four
Spying Tooth Harrows. Anyone look
ing for a good farm handy town with
a good mrket this is your -chance.
Ahowi 50 acres ready for potatoes and
■gatii next year. Telephone or write.
C f i b H. Berry, Houlton. Maine. Price
IlSAOO including all the above named
machinery.

NOTICK OP FORECLOSURE
Wlmreas Henry 8haw o f Port Fair2114 'In the County of Aroostook and
•Nit of Maine by his mortgage deed,
t a M i October 21st, 1901, recorded in
f O f f l n o i t o o k Registry of Deeds at
Houlton in Volumne 185, Page 472,
»d to Miles P. Dorsey, of said
llrfleld, a certain piece or par
cel at land with the buildings thereon
‘ in that part o f Port Fairfield
ly known as Letter D. Townind being a part of lot numered
according to Sawyer’s survey
Mlf said township and described as
follow s: Beginning on.the south side
o f Main Street in Fort Fairfield Vill
age at the northwest corner of lot
o a in d by the Town of Fort Fairfield
and Upon which the engine or hose
figopq* stood at the date of said mortOctober 21st, 1901; thence south«rW : <0ong the westerly line of said
town lo t one hundred and twenty feet
imprd er less to land of R. V. N. Knowl
e s; thence westerly at a right angle
w W the last named line thirty-six
fe d !; thence northerly by a line parallel
with §»e first named line one hundred
and twenty feet more or less to the
aforesaid Main Street; thence easter^ J j l o n t said Main Street thirty-six
' place o f beginning; also a right
In common with myself, the
lenry Shaw, my heirs and asand the said Miles F. Dorsey,
__ ___ r and assigns, eight feet in
wiRS' running from said Main Street
t o the rear of said lot and adjoining
th e aforesaid lot as herein described
•flUthe westerly side, to secure the
paSnent o f the sum o f Five Hundred
55|6ure and Interest; and whereas
a a fi Miles P. Dorsey by his written
Agtfgnment of said mortgage, dated
September 2nd, 1919 and recorded in
Tcjlim e 283, Page 518, sold, assigned
anE conveyed to the subscriber, Myrtle
P. Shaw, of said Fort Fairfield, said
mortgage, the debt secured thereby,
a M W r l g h t , title and interest in and
& t h e premises in said mortgage de
a<
Whereas, the conditions of said
ie have been broken, now therereason of the breach o f said
i 1 claim to foreclose this
and give this notice for that
■r
itort Fhlrfleld, September 15, 1919.J40
MYRTLE F. SHAW.

In 2 or 3 seconds. All you need is 2
or 3 drops. As easy to do as signing
yotir liiime. It does away forever with
tape, phisters, bandages, knives, corndiggers, scissors, files and blood- bring
ing razors. Ease your oorn-pains, be
corn-free at last.
“ Gets-It," the only sure, guaranteed,
money-back corn-remover, costs but a
trifle at any drug store. M'f’d by E.
Lawrence & Co., Chicago, 111.
Sold In Houlton and recommended as
the world’s best corn remedy by O. F.
French &- Son, Leighton & Feeley and
Munroe’s West End Drug Store.

your dealer 5c
each or 50c per

USED CARS FOR SALE

doz. Made in five
grades.

Willys-Knight,
seven
passenger
powerful and fast, inexpensive to
operate splendid family ear for little
money.

Conceded

to be the finest pen
cil made for general

Ford Touring, five passenger, new
paint with good tires. A1 running con
dition.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Farm of Two hundred Acres, Fifty
Acres in field and Ullage, Fifty Acres
in Pasture and Ore hundred in Wood
and Timber, in Solon, Me. Large
Buildings, Good House and Barn and
Wood shed. Good Potato and Live
Stock Farm well watered. Price $3500
half down, easy Payments.
Address, Oliver H. French, Lock
Box No. 10 Athens, Me.
1039p

EAGLE

Reo, five passenger, just overhauled,
now in first class running condition,
electric light and starter.

PENCIL

NEW YORK.

These cars are all good ones at real
bargains. Call for information at

FARMS FOR SALE

McGARY BROS, or McGARY’S SHOE

No, 187. 160 acres 125 cleared, 1200
barrels potatoes, 648 bushels oats, 80
tons of Hay, 30 bushels wheaL 4
horses, 2 cows. All kinds of machin
ery and a, beautiful set of buildings.
Can be bought right.
,
No. 185 Four Miles from Houlton,1
52 acres of good land mostly cleared. ,
buildings in fairly good shape. Price
very reasonable.
NOW open and ready for YOU. A
For Sale Real estate Investment. 1
business training secured here is the The Buzzell property on Park and
first big step toward success. Others,
1K
have found it so— so will you. Write JHigh streets. Paying from 10 to 15
per cent on money invested.
today and have your seat reserved.

HOULTON BUSINESS COLLEGE

STORE
Houlton, Maine

Let Osgood’s Expert Workmen do j Furnished rooms to let at 38 Highland
your Watch and Jewelry Repairing.
Avenue.
37tf
Osgood does Repairing as you want Pearl Buttons for Nurses’ Aprons can
it, when you want it. Try him.
be had at Oogood-’s.
The Nu-Bone Corset sold by Mrs. Sell your live chickens to Horace
Chaloner. Tel 465-12.
Never.* corner Court and Military
Streets.
40
Alarm Clocks at Osgood’s Little Store
with the Big Stock,
Our Customers will tell you whether
or not Jackins & Jackins run the
i Coupons for typewriters ribbons may
wood business right.
i be exchanged at the TIMES office
for any machine.
Horace Chaloner is purchasing live
poultry of all kinds paying the high
j Starkey’s Meat Slicer just puts the
est price for them. Tel. 465-12.
‘ finishing touch on smoked beef,
bacon etc.
'/r o d for sale, good hard wood 4ft.
and 16 in. lengths.
John Patten,
Might St., Phone 131-11
438 Young Pigs For Sale,. Inquire of H.
E. Thomas or Tag g ett and Gartley.
For Sale Several parlor coal heaters,
240
second-hand:
may be seen at
Clark’s Hotel. Mrs. Martha Wyer. Houlton Flour and Feed Mills (The
old Merritt mills.
Telephone 470
240
W. E. Carr, Prop.
If you want good table board at a fair
price come to 10 Prospect St. For Sale Work or Driving Horse, in
Around the corner from the Elks.
good condition. Inquire at 8 Frank
lin Ave. Tel. 203-4. A. S. Ather
338p
ton.
240
For All Kinds of House Painting or
Papering, call or telephone J. W When you need a new tire or inner
Conlogue, Pleasant St. Tel. 144-3.
tube for your Ford car call on D. J.
tf
Pond, Harness Maker, Union Sq„
End of Bridge.
40tf
Anyone desiring to sel? their chickens,
ducks, geese or turkeys may do so Subscriptions for any Magazine or
by calling Horace Chaloner. Tel.
Newspaper may be left at the
465-12.
TIMES Office, where the lowest
price can be obtained.
Maple Spring Water is Being Used b>
many people at this season of the Typewriter Ribbons for all machines
year. Leave your orders at the
as well as Carbon Paper made by
TIMES Office.
Webster—There’s none better. Call
or send to TIMES Office.
Sportsmen are much pleased with C.
S. Osgood's Diamond Rifle Sights. Lumber Wanted, Hardwoods Dry or
He makes them to fit all makes of
sawn to order. We send inspector.
Guns and Rifles.
Wayne Lumber Co., 110 West 40th
Street, New York City.
1236
Osgood’s hand made 14kt Wedding
Rings are made to suit your own A valued subscriber says “ Every
ideas and are used at a majority of
time that I have used these columns
Weddings in this vicinity.
for selling articles, they have been
successful.” Try them.
Lost Saturday night between B. & A.
and C. P. station a child's cap. blue Merchants and Professional men do not
and brown, with imitation fur band.
have to buy coupon books for type
Finder plese leave at Times Office.
writer ribbons. Buy your ribbons at
141
the TIMES office as you need them.
Trappers send for big illustrated Cat For Sale one Gray Separator, one Gray
alog of all popular makes of traps
Engine mounted on trucks, one
and supplies.
Copper trap tags
Drag saw and one Circular saw.
stamped with ycur name and ad
Mrs. Maud R. Stewart, R. F. D. 4.
dress 3c each. Barr-Wight Co. Inc.,
39tf
60 State Street, Bangor, Maine. 43Sp
An 80 acre farm for sale, located in
To Let— An up to date dry goods or
what is generally admitted to be
men’s clothing store in a new brick
the most prosperous farming section
block.
Best location in town.
o f the Kennebec Valley.
Under
Formerly a big dry goods store with
good state of cultivation. Never
hustling business. Largest grocery
failing water in house and barn.
business in the country next door.
F. H. Pressey, R. F. D. No. 1, Nor, Corner of Main and Water Street,
ridgewock. Maine.
639
Caribou. For reference apply to
Mitton Poland & Bishop.
41 tf Auto List For 1919. A list of State of
Maine Automobile Registrations
Bank book No. 11818 issued by the
giving name of owner, license num
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
ber, style of car, and manufactur
lost, and this notice is given, as re
er’s number; also trucks and motor
quired by law, that a duplicate book
cycles, will be.published during the
may be issued.
341
coming year. This list will be is
sued monthly at a subscription
Wanted Intelligent white Women to
price of $5.00 for the twelve num
care for nervous and mental cases.
bers or 50 cents a single copy. AuBeginning salary $30.00 per month.
tomoblists, dealers, and garage
Also laundry attendants beginning
men will undoubtedly appreciate
at $25.00 and advancing to $30.00 the
this service and avail themselves of
second month.
Full maintenance,
the opportunity to secure copies.
including laundry. Increases with
No list was available in 1918. The
time service. Training School for
edition, w e . understand, will be
Nurses maintained. Write or call
limited and seht only to subscrib
at the Connecticut State Hospital,
ers.
Orders may' be left at the
Middletown, Connecticut.
438
TIMES Office.

JACKINS & JACKINS

Houlton, Maine

HOULTON,

■ff

W ill A p p r o v e O u r

MAINE

SHERIFF’S SALE
AprihatAAV qq
Taken this 4th day of October, 1919,
on an execution dated Sept. 22. 1919,
issued on a judgment rendered by the
Supreme. Judicial Court for the County
of ATOdStOOk, at a term thereof begun
and held at Caribou within and for
said county, on the first Tuesday of
September 1919,. to wit. on the 12th
day of September. 1919,- in. favor of
Jean M. Snicock of Houlton, as ex
ecutrix of the last will and testament
of William H. Sincock. late of said
Houlton. in said county and against
David IV Armstrong of Houlton. in
said county, for One Hundred Thirty
Dollars and Fifty cents ($130.50) debt
or damage and Sixteen Dollars and
Thirty nine cents ($16.39) costs of
suit, and will be sold at public auction j
at the office of Archibalds, in Houlton j
aforesaid, on the first day of December,!
1919 at ten o’clock in th° forenoon !
the following described real estate j
and all the right, title and interest!
whi h the said David T. Armstrong!
has and had in the Fame on the 19tii
day of August, 1918. at seven o’clock !
P. M., being the time when the same j
was attached on the original writ in |
the action in which said judgment was
rendered to wit:
Lot numbered j
Fourteen(14) Range Eight (8) in the!
North Division of said Houlton,
■
A. B. SMART
341
Deputy Sheriff

Fall Styles

Do Not Forget
to Pay your

BILL

HANDSOME SUITS
In beautifully developed and smartly

Accessories
Before Friday 5
Oct. 10

|

J
tk
,j|

tailored models in all the newest

for the complete outflting
of the well dressed Womn,
in which w e

are

well

stocked:

materials and colors.

Win s o m e

coats

For every purpose—A bit of crisp
weather, a touch of frost and lo, tlie

and save 12 12 per let

GLOVES

charm of our new Coats for Fall and

Houlton W ater C<

HOSIERY

Winter lias an a ided appeal.

NECKWEAR

We have an admirable line to choose

FURS

is not complete unless you take plenty oijT

from.

HAND BAGS

DRESSES

SILK and COTTON

There is such n variety of styles that

LINGERIE, Etc.

it is useless to try cj describe them.

B F A CIGARS

j

with you

I

You must see them to appreciate

"jt

them.

............... —

..—

1 ■■

■—

Union Made, Sweet and Satisfactory Sm oke. Seven Cents a a #
W ell W orth It. A t A ll Dealers
*

R E W A R D for the man who can’t find the
'j v w
Drysdale Press Shop to have his clothes Altered
to Fit, Dry Cleaned and Repaired by first-class workmen. Thjfc
only up-to-date dry cleaning plant in Aroostook County. We
call and get the garment or garments and DELIVER in A-L
condition,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
•
>

Call Us— T e l .
THE

W e feel s u r e that y o u ca n n ot fin d a
b etter a ssortm en t to c h o o s e fro m than
w e a re n o w s h o w in g —a n d fhfc p r ic e s
w ill sp e a k fo r th e m s e lv e s. .

ELECTRIC LIGHT

A H U N T IN G TRIP

)

C L A S S I F I E D ADS

263 M

or

DRYSDALE

51-W_\Ve
P R E S S

C a ll
S H O ?

P la ce to T rad e

i-j ■ S. .• V\* vmjo vv; a

Cl o a k St o r e
, NO-59 MAIN ST'
ljV icA ersa n ^Slot

K. O. P a tte r s o n , M g r.

We a No
We pay Pared Post one v. ,.y on out of town work,
make a specialty of repairing Ladies’ am! ( baits' Fur Carmen;,*

XsZe
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AROOSTOOK FEDERATION
OF FARMERS

Moron Bill, now before Congress, to j Better grading of potatoes means j potatoes are shipped, the grading will
get a duty on potatoes and potato , better prices, and the greater demands i be the same. The importance of good
Matters have been progressing very starch and flour. Mr. Hall has secured for our stock, that means that the j grading is fully recognized by every
the indorsements of the various farmer will get more money, which tLocal Manager and each one of them
favorably for the Federation, in the , Chambers of Commerce, of the State ; will benefit everybody in the county. Iis trying to impress upon the members
past few weeks,
New Locals have of Maine, and is now in Massachusetts j it is the purpose of the Federation
of his Local the necessity of better
Ezra Green spent Saturday and
„ „
T
for
getting
support
for |to
uniformly,
w____
__
r r a<
- - -----ill
llrlvtT potatoes
lllliainpo graded
o-t-orlYwl ■
----- ■* so
been organized as follows:
Littleton
thls the purpose
wh((e ofwe
may„ not
th|s
.. have
sorting.
Sunday in Bangor with friends.
this Bill. While we may not at this
that no matter from what station the
! Local No. 14. Houlton Local No. 15,
GEO. V. BROWN
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Adams left Stockholm Local No. 16 and Symrna time succed in getting just what we
want,
it
is
up
to
us
to
keep
after
the
Tuesday for Boston and other points.
Mills Local No. 17.
All of these proposition, for that is a natural thing
Miss Florence J. Garvin of Boston 1Locals have a large member-ship, and *or men to do when they want anything
is the guest of Mrs. A. T. Smith on
; all the members are very enthusiastic. rea* earnesGy. Men expect us to fight
Pleasant Street.
Ifor a thing that is vital to us and they
The Federation is now shipping around
would not respect us if wc <io not. It
Frank Rhoda has purchased the
Monson property, corner of Main and 1<> tars of potatoes a day, which makes i ^ case where, if we do fight for it,
it the largest shipping concern, ship- we will be regarded as asquiesing in
Pleasant Streets.
ping
potatoes out of Aroostook Co. ; a condition which would tend to fasten
The Church of the Good Shepherd

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

Medley Billings of Ft. Kent was a
business caller In town Saturday.
D. O. Orcutt of Portage, is the guest
o f his son Dr. F. 0. Orcutt on Pleasant
street
Messrs R D. Tingley, H. L. Whited
mod W. P. Mansur left Thursday for a
few days’ hunting at St. C:oix.
Mrs. Edith Grani returned' Wednes
day from Canterbury, N. B.. called
tbeTe by the death of her niece.
Miss < Margaret Malaney of Woodstock has been the guest of Mr. and
have
had a new concrete walk The Farmers are very much pleased jtlle I,olil'-v of free tr!Ule UP°“ ,lsMrs. M. E. Murphy for a short visit.
We may not get wdiat we are after
laid to the church.
]with the price they are getting for their
.The annual Convention of the Maine
TYLE and BEAUTY demand
that t h e p r o n g s
right now, but now’ is the time for us
State Sunday School Assn., will be
Abner McGary has been drawn as potatoes. New’ members are joining to make and continue our fight if we
holding the diamond or other precious stone in its
held in Portland Oct. 14, 15, 16, 1919. a Grand Juror for one year and S. A. daily, so as to have an opportunity to want relief at any time, and the strongsetting be slender. In time these prongs become
Mrs. James Dougherty and children |Fairbanks as a Traverse Juror.
market their potaoes.
worn so to insure the safety of your stones you
|er we make it the better chance we
who have been spending the summer
should have your rings examined frequently
H. J. Blair, the Jitney driver i s ! Farmers are nearly through digging, have to succeed later, even if we do
a t St. Francis, returned home last confined to the house with illness, but
;
not
get
it
now’.
So
w
re
intend
to
con
and the results obtained from the
Bring your rings into our store and let us assure you that
week.
hopes to be on duty in a fewr days, j
tinue the fight as long as there is any
the stones are secure.
Home
Mixed
Fertilizer
have
proven
C. O. Hutchins, of the Bridgewater
Col. Frank M. Hume returned Mon- j very satisfactory. In every case where possible opportunity of succeeding and
This is only ONE of the features of our Up-to-Date
Drug Store, was in town Thursday on
we ask all fanners in the State of
day
from Pittsburg, Penn, called there j
Repair
Department.
bntdnesis. He was accompanied by
given a fair trial, side by side, with Maine to write their Congressmen
by the death of his sisters husband. !
bis wife.
i Commercial
Fertilizer, the Home personal letters, urging they use all
We carry a full line of the latest designs in Ring Settings
Dr. and Mrs. Pike with their son,
Mr. Norman Weymouth of W ater-1
their
influence
in
securing
the
passage
Our immense stock of Jewelry, Watches, Precious Stones,
Mixed has given a better yield, than
•m student at Technology, of Melrose, j ville was the week-end guest of Mr. I
of this Bill.
Cut
Glass, Fancy China, Sterling and Silver Plate enables
Mass, were the guests of Dr. and Mrs. ; M. R. Jackins and family, Franklin j the Commercial goods.
our patrons to make selections easy for gift purposes of
A meeting of the Managers of the
Street.
J
H. I). Collins, President of the
P. M. Ward last week.
any occasion.
■17 Locals of the Aroostook Federation
The Unitarian Alliance will m eet1 Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Anderson and j Caribou National Bank, dug from three
of Farmers, was held at the Main office
with Mrs. W. C. Donnell this Wednes- j
family with Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Esters |rows beside of it,with the same amount of the corporation at Caribou, Wednes
d a y at 2.80 P. M. instead of at the !
returned Sunday from an auto tiip to |0f Home Mixed Fertilizer, receiving day night. October 8th. Besides the
<Jhurch Parlor as previously announced J
| identically the same care, he harvest- Local Manager Mr. Guy C. Porter.
Geo. Wiggins has resumed his j Boston.
Sales-manager. Geo. V. Brown, General
duties at the Engine house after a ! Miss Marion French returned Mon- ed 17 barrels and 40 pounds of potatoes
Manager,
and J. T. Warder of the firm
day
from
the
West
and
is
at home These potatoes w’ere dug in the
two weeks leave of absence spent on 1
of
E.
M.
&
J. T. Warder of New York,
J e w e l e r and O p t o m e t r i s t
with
her
sister,
Mrs.
Harry
Stimson
mn auto trip through New Brunswick.
i
presence
of
and
weighed
by
A.
W.
were
present.
Keileran
Street.
Miss Marion Buzzell has returned I
M a rk e t S q u a r e , H o u lt o n , M a in e
|Spaulding and
Milo Whittier of
The object of the meeting w’as to
from a vacation trip, part of which
The Sunday evening services at the
j Caribou, two of the best known discuss Local conditions and to talk
abe spent in Chicago with her sister ! rh
. f
~
----Helen, also visiting relatives in Mass- j tl f
e 00ti Shepherd will in ’ citizens in our tow’n, both of whom up the matter of grading potatoes.
aehuBBetts.
!
future com,1‘ en“
at 7 o’clock,
The Aroostook Federation of Far
instead of 7.30.
had no interest in the matter whatever.
mers are determined that the potatoes
Murry Pelkey son of Mrs. Ellen
The Home Mixed Fertilizer not only
The lecture which it was expected
shipped by them are to be graded the
Pelkey, who has been with the U. S.
would
be
given
this
week,
by
Donald
HE months of August and September is a good time to give
cost $30. per ton less than the Com- best of any potatoes shipped out of
Army o f Occupation in Germany,
your lawns a good fertilizer, one which acts quickly but
arrived koine Friday having received McMillan has been posponed until mercial Fertilizer, but yielded nearly , the <o. We bd.mve that in the past a
later in the season.
does
not burn the grass. I have just what you want in
50
per
cent
more,
and
we
have
had
j
great
many
inferior
potatoes
have
his discharge.
my
“
Special
Brand” of pulverized Sheep Manure. This
many
reports
from
farmers
that
tell
:
been
shipped
and
that
Aroostook
Co.,
Mr. John F. Law arrived here from
Mrs. F. P. Clark left Monday for
is entirely free from weeds and absolutely pure. You
Many which produces the finest pi tatees ir,
Boston on Wednesday Igst and has Boston for a few days, after which practically the same story.
will be more than pleased with its effects on your lawn.
arenmed his duties at the Houlton she will continue to Oklahoma
- - City
— - farmers say they have to pay a great the East should grade them so th a t1
|FEDERATION OF FARMERS
Shoe Hospital where he will have j tor an extended visit with her sister deal more for the chemicals.
The majority of large estates are using this fertilizer for
This year we are going to be in a |there will be the least possible waste
their lawns and gardens with wonderful results.
charge of- the retail department
The ladies circle of Cong’l Church great deal better position to supply
Miss Patience Jackins of Waterville
and that w’e should be paid according
“ Special Brand” pulverized Sheep Manure Is especially
will meet this Wednesday afternoon the farmers with chemicals, than we
to what we ship.
was the guest o f her parents Saturday
good
for gardens, house plants and lawns.
in the church parlor. The ladies are were last year, and know that we can
aril Sunday returning Monday to
It
is put up in any amount at four cents per pound.
requested to pass in through the Ves save the farmers a lot of money and
Aagnsta where she has employment try.
A TRUE LETTER
|give them better goods than they can
Ip T h e-Kennebec Journal Office.
East Boston, Mass.
The following
buy
of
the
Fertilizer
Companies.
Mrv
and
Mrs.
S.
N.
Brenmen
of
■A. iwte., nUihber of members of
letter may bring advice to other sugerers:
“ Dr. J. F. True & Co: Having heard
EVERBEARING STRAWBERRY PLANTS
were guests of the Boston arrived here Monday for a Many of the Fertilizer agents are
that your medicine. Dr. True’s Elixir,
W oodctock Masons at their annual months visit at the home of Mrs. attempting to prove that the damaged had been on the market for years and
Why don’t you plant some Everbearing Strawberry plants
I thought possibly my ailments
they used has
been over years,
cMckdP'htewcheld at “ Smoky Hollow” Brenmen’s mother, Mrs. Annie Lincoln potash
would be helped if I tried it. I have spent
this
month. All plants are grown in pots and will bear next
estimated, and that under different many dollars in trying to get a Laxative
list W«tei*iday. All reported a fine of East Hodgdon.
which would agree with me—be pleasant
year.
weather conditions, no injury what to take and yet effective. At last I have
. » .1!
it—Dr. True's Elixir.
The Family
ever,
would have resulted from the Laxative
A guine a ! Chance, a racing stallion,
and Worm Expeller.
The Everbearing Strawberry wll give you good berries
SOME POTATO PICKING
Borax, and that under tests previous
For years I have had a poor appetite—
topn ktfown ’hr Aroostook County has
from August until frost—Let me tell you more about them.
Chester Nickerson employed by ly made no Injurious effect could be any rich foods disagreed with me, and
fc m
to London having ’been
my headaches were frightful. I was ,
Shirley
Benn
of
Hodgdon
showed
some
troubled
with
tired
feelings,
nervous
deducted from the use of potash con
M. Farnum of Bosdepressions, weakness, spots before my
Now, also, is a good time to set out Raspberries and other
speed in picking potatoes last week. taining Borax.
|eyes, bbad breath, sleeplessness, irritabili- !
t o i by an EniU*h breeder °* racing
fruits, shrubs and peonies.
ty,
dizziness
and
many
other
signs
of
j
His total nurabber of barrels in three
We wish to call their attention and sickness.
.Mock. " !j,‘ ■■’
Herbert L. Wallace will days was 121, 142, 156* in a 10 hour the attention of our farmers to the j I can now do a day’s housework and j
not mind it, and your Dr. True’s Elixir ,
gmnpMjifuyi .jwW'Tilm in the death of day for the first two days and 11 hours following extract from the United is always handy—I don’t know of a i
the last day.
better laxative—I give it to my children
States
Department of Agriculture, j
MP aged father, ;0: W. Wallace, of St.
with wonderful results—it relieves them !
Mr. Bonn’s two sons, Frank aged Experiment Station, Record
1917”!
°f
worms.’ ’
i
jbHP ffrft~wh4eh occurred last week.
MRS. HELEN WOODFORD,
8 years and Leon aged 6 evidently Volume
36.
“
It
is
concluded
tji^t
Mr. Wallace has returned home after
23 Lgmson St., E. Boston. [
C on serv ato ries IS H igh S t , H oulton, M e.
caught the'Ibver and made a record, germinaion Is retarded when .003
The prescription, DR. TRUE’S ELIXIR.
attending the funeral.
The
Family
Laxative
and
Worm
Expeller
f
Frank picking 30, 32 and42 barrels per cent of Borax is used (that is, J)03 has done wonders for sick people, men, j
Dr. P. W. Mann left Saturday eveand
Leon picking 16, 17, 21 each for per cent of the soil) and even .001 per wbmen and children. AT ALL DEALERS, t
»tp Join his wife and
three days.
cent more especially with. Borax, seems
t a ^ ^ ^ ’ l ^ k r e a d y there. Dira
to delay germination.—^A toxic effect
Ma m will remain away
several
is shown with as little as .0005 per
Months, during which time he will OCT. 26 END OF DAYLIGHTcent of Borax. With such a record of
.attend a course of lectures.
SAVING TIME an
experiment, made by the Depart
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Lovett of
General uncertainty as to when the
ment,how can the Fertilizer Companies
Waterville are the guests of relatives
la Jlaplton and Linneus for a short clocks shall be turned back and day claim that Borax is not injurious?
/o th a o frW ii^ m were fom erly light saving abolished seems to have We know for a fact that some of th£
M littn ts w f h i r ‘place, and are re- resulted from, the recent act of Western potash containing one-half
MZok
as much Borax as it did potash, that
aatrlng a cordial welcome.
Congress in repealing the act.
would- mean that a 4-8-4 made with
The annual s e s ^ n of the Grand
In answer to - numerous inquiries
this potash would contain 3 per cent
l e d g e I. O. O. F. o f P a in e will be held
officials have polluted out that clocks ot Bprax. Now according to the figures
In FortiajSfc fCBK1n Delegates from
® oekab en^ J^ | | rtfA 78,1.O.C.F. were shall be pet . back on Sunday Oct. 26 p t the above records a toxic effect
would be noticed with such a fertilizer
c lo s r a to attend as follows: P. G. at ohe o’clock A. M.
wheti mixed with 340 times its own
Jhdm Stewart, alternate P. G. Trenton
. b . < x *#«. l o a n s ' *
GRANGE LECTURE COURSE weight of soil. We doubt if any plant-1
■ W . J. Rvan o f Portland, the blind.
The firsjt entertainment in the er mixes the fertilizer with more than
A ta a n /P ftllw m S ^ ^ rh o h a sB u p p lie d
Grange course of entertainments will 2Q times its own*height of soil even!
„•« h n fdpPlhfjPt tNf?£ectIon for more be given a t■Grange; Hall on Thursday in such a case, the poison would be !
17 times as strong as was found toxic |
than i f 7 e a n , has Just announced his
J
1al s i t t i i MTdWrtl I f f politics and will evening, Davjjs the Magician1 being in the experiment mentioned.
How then can
the
Fertilizer j
settl nomination for a seat in the the entertainer.
MONDAY
iA gtaftW fC *-..... -■
The other dates are Nov. 4, The Companys claim that Borax is usually |
j
Christian Science Services , held Harmony Trio, Dec. 26 The Fighting harmless.
J. WARREN KERRIGAN in “THE .TURN OF TH E CARO”
The tariff Committee of the Federa j
•meh Sunday at 11 A. M. in Sincock
MACK BENNETT FAST COMEDY
H aft Oct. *2th,‘ subject: Are Sin, Americans, April 3, F. Platt Jones, tlon of Farmers is busy at work get-1
Disease aad<D^ath Real? Wednesday May 7, The Visocplhi Trio.
ting support for the amendment to the '

D ia m o n d

S a fe

s

P e r r y ’s

T

Chadwick,

Florist

LITTLEWOMEN-!
Thursday and Friday
A T THE D R EAM

Program W e e k o f Oct. 6 ,1 9 1 9

5

P. M. Testimonial service. Cordial
welcome to all.
*
Rockabema Lodge I.O.O.F. will begin
Its fall drive for new .membership and
other activities at the meeting on
* "Thnrsdey, Del. Id when a chicken stew
wlTl he served after
work of the
evening!' ^vetfy member is expected
*to be.pfenttt.
,
Wm. ^ Paul who has been in a
military ftos^ftkl in St. John during
the past twonmooths taklng treatment
fo r compllcaion caused by being gassed
daring his service in the Canadian
Army, has returned home much im
proved In health.
Prank McPartland, who has been
, em pteyW hy'lhfe Pore River Ship Co.,
diolncy, f Mas*.,; since his discharge
from the U. S. Navy, has been at home
for 16 days calling bn old friends and
left Thursday for St. John to visit his
father, James McPartland.
Capt. Roland G. Findlay of the 103d
V . S, Infantry who has been in the
hospital ^dr
a year, and who of
late has been stationed at Rahavvay.N.
J. was at home^ on a short leave, retam ing to N. &vtjjjfand&y evening
where he will
order for service
hi the xegplar i p w , v
The Shear* tpM ihig Schools of
Portland have opened for a series of
dancing Instructions in this vicinity
and will conduct full term study. The
Instructors are competent and the
latest steps are to be presented.
Children and adults alike will be
tm ght deportment of the ball room
and refinement *111h e a prime feature.
Schools have bees opened at Houlton,
Patten, E. M im njggp^paklleld, Island
PhDs and Sherman -Mills.

TUESDAY
A ■.v. ■.

DOROTHY

GISH in “I'LL GET HIM Y E T ”

MOONLITE DANCE AT T H E

M E N ’S

HEYWOOD

WEDNESDAY

RUBBER

RETURN SHOWING OF MARY GARDEN’S SCREEN TR IU M PH
“TH A IS”

BOOTS

$ 3-98

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

LITTLE WOMEN
Four Full Shows Daily— Prices 15c and 25c
Come to the MATINEES to avoid the evening crowds

SATURDAY
PARAMOUNT

ARTCRAFT

SPECIAL

“TH E TRAVELING SALESMAN”

MACK SENNETT FAST COMEDY
“LIGHTNING RAIDER”

>D' - K y'

A T THE D REAM

HOULTON

15c-Thursday & F riday-25c

SHOE HOSPITAL
Exchange Bldg.

IS Court St.

-UTILE WOMENDoaoisyDAz
Damxjw
Cpanmauni

LUE &UPX5
&ILUE

HOULTON
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“ Is every one off?” the British skip
35 horsepower, $10; over 35 horse- subject of course to postal changes. STAMPS MADE BY
No registration fee is required for
H IM A D MCACIIDT
per asked the German commander.
power, $15.
LUNAK IYILAj UKL ! “ Yes,” he answered, as he pushed the
Trucks, based on carrying capacity motor vehicles owned by the State of
Frss Baptist
Maine
or
any
city,
town,
village
corUntil
within
recent
years all of our i “dingyboat” away from the sinking
—One ton or ess, $10; over one and
R«v. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
poration,
municipal fire
district,postage stamps were printed for the j craft.
not
over
two.
$20;
two
to
three,
$30;
Maralng service at 10.30 A. M.
three to four, $40; four to five,$50; municipal water district or colnty of government by a private concern under
Sanday school at 12.00 M.
Tap. Tap-tap-tap. Tap-tap.
this State. All such motor vehicles, contract by the yeai*. Nowadays they
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M. five to six,$65; six to seven, $80; however, shall display identification j are turned out at the big factory in
The British skipper heard this sig
seven to eight, $95; eight to nine,
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
plates or markers approved by the Washington that makes Uncle Sam’s nal coming apparently from inside the
$110; nine to ten, $125.
Special music by choir.
sinking submarine.
of Stale..
RegistrationPaper money.
Traction engines and log haulers, secretary
Choir practice Monday nights.
plates
will
not
be
furnished
by
the
The
work
is
better
done,
and
at
a
He made an investigation. Nine
All are cordially Invited tc come and $10; motor cycles, $3.
State
for
the
above
named
vehicles
great
saving.
There
is
saving
in
ink
British
merchant seamen were discov
The payment of the above fee does
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins
but
must
be
procured
by
the
operative
(which
is
made
on
the
premises;
there
ered
locked
in the craft. The German
Tuesday night church prayer and not give owners of vehicles rights owners.
,
saving in gum (likewise of home commander was going to save his own
contrary
to
specific
statutes
as
to
praise Service.
Registration plates and certificates Imanufacture), and there is saving of crew by the kindness of an Englishman
weight of vehicles to be used over
Chureh of the Good 8hepherd, Houl- bridges or highways.
of registration are not transferable. the profit that formerly went to the and let nine Englishmen drown!
ton, Maine
Dealer’s Registration—All motor Iif, however, the owner of a car which contractor.
The British captain put every man
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector.
It is a huge job. During the last year jack of the German crew hack on the
; vehicles except motor cycles, $25; has once been registered, exchanges
SUNDAY SERVICES
the same for another or sells said j
bureau
engraving printed 50 - disabled subsea craft, which was sink
! motor cycles, $6.
Holy Communion at 8 A. M. also en j Dealer’s registration fees must be motor vehicle and purchases another 000,000,000 postage stamp:-.
That ing rapidly. As the British ship went
the first Sunday In the month at •paid on or before Dec. 31 of the during the same year a so called |(aPProxiniately) was the number re over towards the horizon the German
10.30.
1previous year, except when a dealer “ special registration’’ may be p*ro- i QUired by the 110,000,000 people of the seamen cried and pleaded for mercy.
Morning Prayer and sermon at 10. 1
|first commences business after Jan. 1 cured which will carry with it the 1United States for mailing letters and The British skipper, half an hour later,
SO, Sunday School at 2.30.
i of the current year.
right to use the same plates on the 'parcels—an average of 454 stamps for
Evening Prayer and sermon at 7.
every man or woman and child.
All registration fees after Oct. 1 new car. If the new car is in the
*0
If all these 50,000,000,000 stamps
for the remainder of year, with ex same horse power class the fee will
be
two
dollars,
if
in
a
higher
class
of
!
were
Placed end to end in one strip
First Baptist
ception of registration fee for motor
how far would the latter extend?
horse
power,
the
fee
will
be
two
dol
cycle, log haulers, traction engine and
Cenrt 8 t
small calculation will show.
motor cycle dealer will be half the lars plus the difference in fees; if in
Ror. Henry C. Speed, pastorIf you started at one end of the strip
a lower class, the fee will be two dol
10.80 moraine worship with sermon. regular rate.
in
a railroad train and traveled con
lars and if application for “ special
12.00 Bible School with classes for
If plates are lost after having once
tinuously day and night at a speed of
registration”
is
made
on
or
before
men and women.
been received by the applicant a new
60 miles an hour, it would take you a
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor. set may be produced from the secre August first, the registrant will be
year and a half to reach the other end.
given
a
rebate
of
half
the
difference
7.00 gospel song service and sermon. tary of State. If only one plate Is lost,
between the fees of the higher and You would get there in 12,720 hours,
8.00 Aftermeeting.
return remaining plate together with
or 530 days.
*
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week certificate of registration and 75 the lower class payable on the first
This strip would he 763,220 miles
of
the
following
month.
The
certifigrayer service.
cents (adding postage if it is desired
other words, it would extend
Choir rehearsal each Tuesday even that plates be sent by mail) and a cate of registration of the motor ve-j^on^hide
which
has
already
been
regisJ
the
earth to the moon, back to
ing at the close o f the regular prayer new set of plates will be immediately
tered, endorsed on the back showing the earth, then back to the moon again,
meeting.
issued. If both plates are lost, re
to whom the same has been sold or with enough of its length left over to
turn the certificate of registration
First Congregational
exchanged,
must be returned to the encircle the globe nearly twice at the
and an affidavit setting forth the
Rev. A- M. Thompson, pastor.
secretary
of
State when application equator.
loss of the plates, also a fee of $1.50.
Morning service at 10.30.
Spread out in a single sheet the 50,If registration plates are lost, in is made for the new car.
B. 8. at 11.45.
000,000,000
stamps (representing our
If the owner of a car, which has
transportation a new set will be
Junior C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M.
annual
requirement
for mailing pur
furnished by the secretary of State been registered, sells the same and
Senior C. E. Society at 6.30 P- M.
poses)
would
cover
9375
acres, or 14
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening free of charge after a reasonable in does intend to purchase another
A good deal o f land in this
during
the
same
year,
he
must,
bej
2‘3
s<
luare
mllesvestigation, provided the applicant
at 7.45.
To
make
that
number
of
postage
com
m unity goes to waste
fore
the
transfer
is
made,
remove
the
files an affidavit setting forth the fact
Methodist Episcopal
stamps
requires
1750
tons
of
ink
and
every
year because it is
plates,
and
immediately
return
them
that the plates have not been re
Military S t
to the secretary of State, together 2125 tons of gum.
difficult to p low it.
ceived.
Rev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
Registration plates will be sent by with the certificate of registration,
Parts o f hillside tracts,
PubUe worship at 10.30 a. m.
endorsed upon the hack showing to VILE TRICK COST
express
collect
unless
a
sufficient
for
instance; nooks and cor
The Sunday School at noon has or
whom the sale was made.
ners
o f irregular fields; and
ganised classes for men and women. amount of postage is added to the
LIVES OF GERMANS
No resident of this State shall oper
fertile stretches up close to
Junior League meeting and class for regular fee and accompanies the ap
There is one story, and a horrible
plication. Postage received at a later ate any motor vehicle (motor cycle
fences.
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
one it is, which is known in merchant
date
than
the
application
or
in
another
included)
upon
the
highways
unless
Bpworth League meeting at 615
circles the world over, but the names
W ith our John Deere
envelope will not be accepted. The , he has first secured an operator’s lig. mare withheld for obvious reasons. A
Syracuse T w o -W a y Sulky
postage on a single set of plates to ; cense. Applications must be made
Praise and Preaching, at 7.00.
British merchant ship came across a
P low you can make all of
F r o l J. H. Llndsday, organist and any point in the State south of and j on the blanks prepared for this pur- submarine in a sinking condition and
this ground useful. Y ou
including Bridgewater, in Aroostook pose and a fee of two dollars must acchoir master.
I
rescued the crew.
can turn full w idth furrows
county,
is six cents; north of Bridge- company the application. Under no
Prayer meeting at7.30 Tuesday |
in plowing around curves,
water, eight cents. Posta'ge on dealers circumstances will an operator's lievening.
|
utilize every square yard
i south of Bridgewater is 13 cents and cense be granted to a person under 16
o f hillsides and irregular
Christian 8cllncs
1north of Bridgewater 22 cents—all years of age.
fields, work close to fences,
Sunday Service at Sincock Hall, 11
and
do aw ay with dead fur
A. M.

CHURCH SERVICES

scanned the place where the tragedy
had occurred with his glasses. The
customary smudge of oil wasn’t even
on the water! In making this story
public the British admiralty, at the
request of the British skipper, with
held publication of names.
If the Germans resorted to ruses, so
did the tramps sometimes.

Once a

small trades, the Neptune of Cardiff,
saw a submarine in the distance. The
captain of the trades ordered smudge
fires lit fore and aft and when the
German came up and hailed him he
replied, “ I’m carrying dynamite and
am afire. H elp!” The submarine went
off top speed on the surface and disap
peared over the horizon in record
time.

w

A Profitable Plow for Hillside
or Level Land

R u n -D o w n P e o p le
V in o i i s W h a t Y o u N e e d

NEW LAWS FOR AUTOMOBILE
REGISTRATION 1920
Tbe new applications for the regis
tration of motor vehiclles have been
prepared by Secretary of State Frank
W. Ball, under the revised laws,
which will be in effect from Jan. 1,
1820. It carries the following state
ments and question:
N«m e o f owner; residence, express
and post offices: style of machine,
tonring, runabout, truck or motor
eyala;
i f track, giving carrying
rapacity1* |B too*; name of manufac%pwer; manufacturer’s
tvrer;
nnmbefq rancher o f cylinder; model;
year matMlhitfred; do the lights
cm raachljMl comply with the regulatiora. aa itihnulated by the Public
UtiHftar Commission.
Every questkm jhiw t ha answered, before the ap
plication will be accepted.
The schedule of fees for
gistration under the 1920 laws is a<> Allows:
Pleasure cars— Fifteen horsepower
and under, 95; over 15 and not over

Weak, run-down nervous men and women need
Vinoi because it contains the most famous recon
structive tonics in an agreeable and easily digested
form: — Beef and Cod Liver Peptones, Iron and
Manganese Peptonates and Glycerophosphates.
We guarantee there is no tonic equal to VinoLHERE IS PROOF
Detroit, Midh.

F r- all ruu-down, natrons, aaam ie oondJtlone, weak women, overworked men,
feeble old people and dallcata childi-co, there is no remedy Uke VinoL

r u t b T C reates Strength
DRUG COMPANY

v<<

repeating, and all stomach miseries.

C o n tro llin g th is p lo w for a c
curate resu lts is a s natural a s
g u id in g the te a m . T h e p aten ted
A u to F o o t F ra m e S h ift regu lates
th e w idth o f fu rrow s in resp on se
to sligh t p rsssu re on a foot lev er.
B o tto m lift an d c le v is sh ift a r t
both au tom atic. T h e m e ch a n ism
for th ese op eration s is fu lly reli
able— it c a n ’t g e t ou t o f order.
T h e p lo w ca n be backed a n d
turned w ith excep tion al ease.. Its
perfect balan ce a n d co m p a ra tiv e
ligh tn ess m ake it e a sy o n the
horses.
W i d e tread— d o e s n ’t tip
ov er on hillsides.
B o tto m s fu rn ish ed w ith th is
p lo w are particularly ad apted for
you r soil.
T h e y are S yracu se
b o tto m s, fam o u s for their better
w earing, scou rin g and th o ro u g h
seed bed m akin g qualities.

Come in and in v e stig a te this plow and
other high-grade implements that you need•

Jam es S. P eab od y

Aids digestion and appetite. K eep# stomach
sweet and strong. Increases Vitality and Pep.
EATONICia the best remedy. Tens of thousands wonderfully benefited. Oaly costa a cent
or two a day to use it. Positively ffuarantMd
to please or we will refund money, Get n Ms
box today, You wiDtee.

H o u lt o n . M a in e

For Sale by O. F. French & Son
Hculton, Maine

Texarkana, Texas.

**I got into a weak, run-down con
“ Ikeep house and I was weak, run
dition, no appetite, tired all the time down ana nervous, back ached a good
and headaches — bnt had to keep deal of the time, so it was hard to
around and do my housework. I read take care o f my chickens and do my
about Vinoi and tried it—within two work—Vinoi has restored my strength,
weeks I commenced to improve, and and my nervousness has gone, so
how have a splendid appetite and feel I can do my work as well as ever.
stronger and better in everyway."— Every run-down woman should take
Era. John F. Watson.
Vinoi.” —Mrs. Emma Britt

HA TH EW A Y

After you eat—always take

row s and back ridges w h e re
these are not desirable.

I

F you buy a tire here, another
there, you cannot expect

^ : r.
un
itorm

JL.t

t-rc

i i i c a g e

a

service

and Druggists Everywhere

Making Firestone Gray Sidew all Tires standaid for your
car means you can forget the
tire question. And after that
decision, the renewal question
w ill com e up far less fre
quently.
IW

18 cents
a package

You can easily prove this by
equipping w ith F irestones
now.

A M E L S are in a class by themselves— easily the
most refreshing, the most likable cigarette you
ever smoked. You can prove that ( Simply compare
Camels puff-by-puff with any cigarette in the world at
any price 1 Put q u a lity , flavor and c ig a r e tte s a t is 
fa c t io n to the utmost test 1

C

Cameie are seW everywhoroimooiomiiSooUyeesietf
pmkmfo efSOolfharoHoo or
iompookWpo{200oigorott—)
ia mgaamm^papor-oororod
osrtM. WootromgfyrroeomSMstf #Afe oerfoii for tho
homo or offiee ooppiy or
s t a j w Crave/.
R .A

Teheeeo Co*
N .G

Made to meet your taste, Camels never tire it, no matter how
liberally you smoke them 1 T h e expert blend o f choice Turkish
and choice Domestic tobaccos makes Camels delightful— so fullbodied, yet so fascinatingly smooth and mellow-mild. E very
time you light one you get new and keener enjoym ent!
Freedom from any unpleasant cigaretty after taste or any
unpleasant cigaretty odor makes Camels as unusual as they are
eqjoyable.
In fact, Camels appeal to the most fastidious smoker in so
many new ways you never will miss the absence o f coupons,
premiums or gifts. Y ou'll p r efer Cam el Q uality t

M ost M iles p er D o lla r

Li
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around his neck and several hundred short time ago a bull moose butted
feet of a loose end. Sneaking around, the B. & A. off the track, thus serious
’PHONE SERVICE the moose watching me all the while, ly interfering with the railway service
I got hold of the end of the wire and on the line, and now they are trying to
H. S. Stone, of Bangor, telephone
hitched it to a tree; the animal did demoralize the telephone service.
lineman for the Lincoln Pulpwood Co. not move away, but actually took sev Must he they are not in sympathy
with headquarters at Trout Brook eral steps in my direction.
with government ownership.
“
After
doing
this
I
proceeded
to
Farm at the head of Grand Lake,
Bast Branch of the Penobscot, related mend the break, called up Stacyville HUDSON BAY USES
at the other end and McCarty on the j
t o Howard Wood of Patten, chief game
WOODEN MONEY
other, appraising them that the line
Who
ever
heard
of wooden money?
warden In that region, the following was clear. Then I again turned my !
The
only
known
currency
of this kind
interesting story of how he encounter attention to the moose. In the first j
is issued by the Hudson Bay Company,
e d a large bull moose tangled up In the place I picked out a good tree that I
and circulates all over the vast terri
telephone wire on Wassataquoik could ship up easily and then I cut a tory controlled by that powerful trad
j good long saplin, a regular two-hander
stream one day last week:
ing concern, says the Philadelphia
and boldly proceeded toward the
" I had ju s t g o tte n In to M c C a rty
P u b lic Led ger.
i moose. At this he sidled around with
Camp at the head of Trout Brook when j iowered head and mane bristled up and ’ It is a coinage consisting of pieces
Hie boss of that camp reported an .when the wire tightened up showed un- j of wood known as “ castors," which
“ open wire” between that camp and j mistakably that he entended to make i are stamped with a die. These are
a fight for it.
accepted everywhere in that territory j
Stacyville. As this is the direct line to
“ However, in his circular movements as oashi and are exchangeable foi all j
Bangor, over Pogy Mountain and down
he had taken a turn around another j sorts of supplies £nd commodities at ;
Weasataquiok, I rustled some grub and tree which gave him a very much !
'videly scattered stations of the ,
struck out to find the break, arriving, shorter space and as I drove him corporation.
The area governed by vhe company
without incident, at the Pogy lean-to around with my two-hander he tipped
over
the
now
tightened
wire
and
down
|
is
vast. In one straight line it extends ;
same night. Wire so far O. K. Next
he went. I realized that now was my as far as from London to Mecca; from
-day I followed the wire down to Wessachance so I slipped up as near as I King’s Posts to the Pelly Banks is fur- ;
taqulok at the City camps and from dared, some dozen feet, reached out there than from Paris to Sannacand. ;
there the wire follows the stream to j wjth my plries, snapped off the wire Over all of this region the corporation
Half-way camp near the mouth of Ka- and made for the tree I had picked exercises a complete dominion, employ
tahdin brook, arriving at the latter Iout to climb. In less time than it takes the native Indians, chiefly Ojibways |
,
. . . .
,
,
i to tell about it I was ensconsed in the and Crees, to collect the furs which
named camp at night. Still no break. lu
auuuL 11 Wtl!s
^
J1 ,
lower large branches and turned to s e e . furnish its revenue.
,
Bright and early next morning I again how (he moo8e
behaving. He
Hudson Bay Is about two-thirds (he
took up the wire trail.
i hadn’t yet got up, but his eyes rolled size of the Gulf of Mexico. It is an
“ A couple of miles below, near Daisy j around and his tongue protruded, almost landlocked sea, with 3000 miles j
Dam, I found the slack wire, and break ! showing that the winding up process of coast line. More than 300 years ago
but to my surprise I did not readily ^wlth the turn around his neck’ had Hendrik Hudson, trying to find the j
_ .
..
.
. .
T . . . _ . Irather gotten his wind. However, in a northwest passage, wintered there,
llnd the other end and when I did find i
.
„ . ,
,
,
.
, . * , x
|couple of minutes or so he got upon His crew mutinied and set him afloat
It I discovered that there was 500 feet hjs feet( shook his head a couple of jn an open boat with liis son and seven
■or more of it gone entirely. Well, IJ times and made off. The last I saw of others. He and his companions were
found myself in a pretty fix as I only i him he had broke into a trot as he never seen again.
bad some 50 feet wire on my back ,lisaP!>eared lnt0 th(! heaver er° 'v‘ h ”
The unit of value in that part of the
for short splices. I sat down on a
®*one says this moose had a world is a heaver skin. Two martens
*
4
L„
, ,
,
good spread of antlers with 17 points, are equal to one beaver. The trapping
•tump to think it over and I remember.
. ,,
and that he does not think that the is done in winter, and in spring tho
•d that a couple of miles further along Sh0rt piece of wire still remaining Indians bring the pelts to the stations,
there was an old branch telephone j with him will get him caught up and receiving in payment for them wooden
line that once connected a lumber thus perish as did the bull near money. With the latter they buy what
supplies they need at the store main
camp, now abandoned, where I could Sourdnahunk last fall.
tained
by the company at the station.
What
will
happen
next?
Only
a
get the necessary wire to fill in the

PAOB 8HVEN

■OOSE HOLDS UP

gap. So I hiked along and found
»
enough wire to make the repair. When
1 got back to the break, a couple of
hours afterwards, I found that the
thief, In the form o f a magnificent
bid! moose had brought back the wire
•Old now stood off to one side as if to
aaj ‘here is your old wire, I would be
▼eiy much obliged to you if you would
com e and get it.’
“ Now, so long, as I had travelled
more than four miles for the wire that
Iju ow bad, and moreover the said wire
ttolng In perfectly good condition, I
rather thought I would use it, so I
forthwith set about making the repair,
but before doing so I took account of j
th # moose’s plight. He had ‘ several |
't a n s around his horns and one turn !

K.
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RIGHT HERE-- *

NOW
This is the Place—Joe Bernstein—Ladies’
Garment Store. This is the Time
—Now—Today
Buy Your Fall Garments at Prices Far Below What They
Will Be Later.

Merchandise is High

Merchandise is Getting Scarce
We can save you money on good clothes if you wish.

Our stock is com

plete. We bought at the lower prices and we are selling at the lower
prices. This is your gain. Enough said.

Coats $13.50 to $100.00 each
Suits
16.50 to
85.00 ii
Dresses 15.00 to
58.50 U

It is not the prices that differ from
others. It is the quality for the price

Furs and Fur Coats o f all kinds at all prices.

------ D o n ’t F orget the

IADIES GARMENT STORE

O v e rco a t M e e t in g
MARKET

W oodstock’s New Track, Oct. 14-15
-----------

P r o g r a m -------

Free-for-all

Purse $1,000

2.12 Trot & Paco
“

2.14

S Q U A R E

------

500 2.18

“

“

“

500

“

•*

2.22

u

HOULTON
MAINE

IN LADIES WEAR

2.16 Trot & Paco Pinse $400

“

E V E R Y T H IN G

L.

400
400

TEMPLE THEATRE
M ary Pickford,

ft*

T h e U . S. N a v y Q u e e n

[ I p
*

M onday

. ). ,

Tuesday

THE GREATEST SHOW
OF THE YEAR

Oc t 27

Oct. 2 8

Twice a
Day

■8

T w ic e a
D ay

*•> '
i ;

x<

it

Mary Pick fo r d
“Daddy Long Legs"
•

- '■

<©?

M ary P ic k fo rd
The Premier Event of the
S c r een W ooed

■

"Daddy L<png Legs'

M
IP

i
SXKfS TMT
W/a Rock you

with laughter

T he Mistress o f
H er A rt

M a ry P ick fo rd
The People’s Idol

l Mill;

A FlRTT NATIONAL dTrPflCTION
Jbpefl
jh j'/P eas'

Seem?

’ THAT WILL
touch yam

m m

S pecial S ym p h on y O rch estra
Prices 2 8 , 5 0 , 7 5

&

and 9 9c—Including W a r Tax

--------------- -— Seats on Sale iMonday, Oct. 2 0 -----------------------
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instinctively arose to our feet when j for many, and Americans and Am eri-, hat, for sleeping in one s clothes bea number of bars of “ The Star S pan gl-k ai capital will always be welcome. |comes second nature after a while,
■•'MANY GERMANS ed Banner” greeted our ears. The large I “ The country is just a little larger Jand bathing and changes of linen can
“ The time o f my‘ visit to Germa0y.” j number of other guest*, all of them than the state of Pennsylvania yet he better Indulged in along the roadm g S J T o . Winter In Leslie*, “ wee IGermans, listened quietly and with-1 it has a
s' " e
Just when one might naturally think out protest or noticeable [esentment.; an la
*
‘
L
the Indignation of the people would : it must be remembered that Danzig, per rapitn debt of any noun ry on ie THIS WILL REBUILD EUROPE
In Belleau Wood, where every inch
reach Itfh ig h e st point. The severe I is not only a city 95 per cent. German; lace of the globe ex,apt New Zealand
terms, as President Wilson character- j but also the people realize that t h e y .- a t leas, ,t had be,ore the presen of the ground is sacred to memory I
saw what had been a beautiful house
U e, them, had just been made public, are being forcibly and unwillingly ; European war upset ail
in the remains of which the owner
While the Senate was futilely demand-: separated from the fatherland by, cone ons.
cw
...
p 'i <•Jl>1
had
erected a little wooden shack,
tag of onr state department the c o m - 1this treaty.
.
“ J * *
" }' loa" ’
for Hon- and smoke was cheerily issuing from
plete text of the treaty It was being | on the very day that I arrived in , ^ ar
me ioc q, ^un' i “ ^
$10 t o g e t the
temporary
tin chimney!
In
■old on the streets of Berlin for a mark i Berlin there was a demonstration j( 111as " ou (
one or some such ridiculous proper- front of the house, beside the road, a
and a half. Included with the pamphlet |against signing the peace by several
tion.
magnificent tree had been literally
was a map that showed In bright red j thousand people in Wilhelmsplatz, altorn
off by shell fire, leaving on the
name
of
the
country
is
said
to
“
The
the alienated portions and upon which most directly in front of the former
letters
the;
American
embassy.
This
meeting
was
j
be
derived
from
a
Spanish
term
meanstump
a mass of strings and threads
was stamped in bold
by Scheidemann and other , ing ‘depth,’ the early explorers having of wood to show how
errific had
economic loss each section meant. ; addressed
____
water been the wrench of the explosion. The
There was no camouflaging obout the ministers At the same hour a meeting i found difficulty in striking
matter. Every German was fully in -; gathered on the square facing the (Shallow enough for anchorage. They giant tree had doubtless been the
formed by the government and the Schloss, at the end of the Unter d e n 'were so delighted when they reached pride of the plare for generations.

MFKATPLEASED

j

courage for the woman whose wall or
They need it now—all the folk who
whose house that if; is to c ome back are returning now to the 350,000 des
to it and rebuild it stone by stone, troyed homes of France; all those
and to rebuild life likewise stone by who loved and depended upon the two
stone with a bleeding heart as a million French fathers and sons who
foundation. It will take
morale, now lie beneath the battlefields. The
courage, spiritual faith and fortitude, j seven thousand blinded soldiers need
As an official of the French Ministry ; it.
The
two hundred thousand
of Foreign Affairs recently put it,
maimed need it. The million father
“ France needs America’s material and |
financial help, but could exist without: less children need it. Greater than
it. It is however, a matter of life any other present need of France, is
and death that we should have Amor- ; the need for a ringing Gospel of cour
i
ica’s moral and spiritual help --and; age and good cheer. Can America,
we need it now.”
in any way, help to meet that need?

J

FARM FOR SALE
A Farm of 172 acres, 80 o f which are
under cultivation, balance in wood and tim 
ber, with good buildings, 2 miles irom Fair
mont, in R.F.D. Route. Good dwelling house.
Barn 40 x 56 ft. Potato house 38 x 62 ft.
Separate tenement for help
Pasture with
running water. 5 head of registered cattle, 4
horses and all up-to-date farm machinery.
Only reason for selling is on account o f
ill health
For further particulars apply to

press upon every phase of the peace ' Linden, whose avowed object was to i the Nicaraguan shore nearby that Now the man of the house with the
treaty.Fearing trouble
might arise (conclude peace by accepting the treaty, they railed the headland ‘Cane Gracias spit it that extiacts comfort even from
the government politely requested The latter throng organized itself into j a Dios’ (Cape Thanks to God), a name adveisity was calmly sawing up the
old monarch *4nto chort lengths l'or
allied officers not to appear on the |a procession and marched out past the ; it sdU holds.
streets of Berlin in uniform after .rival demonstration in Wilhelmsplatz. “ As a rule, the night will be spent firewood!
Morale did most to win the war.
dark. It was simply a wise precaution- \The significant feature of the occasion in a native house, sometimes little
Itobortsou, Canadian chief of staff,
ary measure, but I do not believe that] was that the pro-treaty crowd greatly , more than a hut. built of mud. thatchsaid;
“ Seventy-five per cent, of the
the anticipated trouble would h a v e: exceeded the other in numbers and j ed or roofed with tiles.
One is
resources
winning this
war was
occured. During the day American, Tad the appearance of greater spontan- ; apparently alw ays welcome to the best
spiritual.".
British, French and Italian officers in eity, even though the marches did the house affords; but a hammock as
Sir Julian Byng. when about to
uniform moved about Berlin, singly follow the red banner of Socialism. part of the traveler's outfit is a
lead
his men, nicknamed the “ Byng
and in groups, as freely as they did in i Both demonstrations were orderly. Jnecessity, for the beds of stretched
Boys,”
into action, first made all hu
Warsaw or Prague.
iand neither interfered with the p r o -) bull-hide or canvas are usually fully
man
preparation
then drop pped on
‘I am really glad the war ended as j gram of the other. The anti-treaty occupied, if not by those' at who
his knees.
nest,
then
by
ot
In
it did,” said a prominent German m er-1demonstration bore the earmarks of . home you are a
Sir Douglas Haig went on record
chant to, me in Berlin, “ for we rid our- careful organization. The mass of residents greatly to lie feared.
to the effect that the greatest essen
■elves o f the military caste.” Similar ; Berliners showed no interest in the
“ Everybody sh !s in n i l . 1 ro in
expressions came from a number of! subject, to judge by their neglect or , men. women and children together. tial for the winning of the war was
spiritual energy.
441 1M.
others. The German people are learn refusal to express their sentiments. Your hosts are curious, but politely
And
how
much
more
will
morale
so. watching you undress and get into
ing what students of German affairs
your hammock with a calm start' that be needed in the long, slow. dull,
knew before the war, that the military
HONDURAS HAS PER
must not be considered impertinent painful days and years and decades
caste was the greatest menace Ger
for a white man is not an every-day of reconstruction! It takes eaurage
CAPITA
DEBT
$220
many possessed.
visitor.
I rarely undressed completely for a soldier to stick to his machine
Honduras, where an incipient re“ It is always hard for the loser,” I
Sometimes I would only take off hat, gun and tear down a wall in the face
taid to a German municipal official \volution was recently suppressed
coat and boots; sometimes only my of enemy lire. It takes even greater
with whom 1 was talking “ I am quite jafter (he rel)els had <.aptare(1 foul.
■ure that if Germany had won under:
. ,
.. . .
, „ ..
„
..
..
,
..
i cities, isdescribed in abulletin
of the
the old regimetheirterms would have j
been even more severe for some of the ) National Geographic Society, based on
allied countries.”
j a communication from F. J. Young“ Yes/* he said frankly, “ I know they blood, as follows:
montd, for we were told in the newspa“ Honduras is a country of hills and
some ot the things that would be va|leys. o( raln all(l sunshlne; of large
demanded. It certainly would have
A
.
. .
_
T-t i i and small
rivers.A hall
dozen rivers
been a sorry day for France, England i
and Belgium.”
Imay be crossed in one day, and, while

J

j

!

a

. ar.

p o w

e r s

Phone 25-6 Easton

Fort Fairfield, Me.

Service in Life Insurance

I arrived at Danzig during the seven ! they are usually narrow and shallow,
dayf o f mourning, which were decreed |a few hours’ rain will turn them into
by the German government after the roaring torrents, absolutely impass
peace terms were submitted. No place able. I have been held up for five days
o f entertainment was open and n o ,
.. . .
. - .
„
.
. . .
.
j.. . .
. .. by a stream that when I first crossed
lively music was permitted m public '
places. This seven-day period e ided j 11 was less than three teet in dePthOH Saturday.
That night in the When I wanted to cross the second
Daazlgerhof Hotel, at the dinner hour, j time, a few weeks later, it had been
where two long tables were occupied rajnjng an(j even the natives remainby some American officers and others
. . .
..
,
. ,
. z. ... ..
. . .
ed on whichever side they chanced to
connected with the Polish food com
mission, with myself as the onP*
un*il k went down again.
“ Honduras is said to be the most
American civilian representative, the
orchestra changed the character of its backward of all the Central America
music. We were astounded when, it republics, and she will remain so until
began a medley of American tunes
railroads cross the country and the
where, intermingled with familiar
plantation airs of the old South, were government becomes stable. Then
“ Dixie” and “ Yankee Doodle,” and we there will be great opportunities here

j

Service. Service, Service—It’s the
keynote of modern business. There
ar" many ways in which the Life
Underwriters can be of service to his
policy holders .such as looking after
(1(*i ails in securing policy loans,
changing beneficiary and changing
method of premium payments, etc.
1’lease consider when applying for
Life Insurance the advantages you
would gain in the way of future ser
vice by pieing it through our A g e n c y
for the New England Mutual Life
Insurance Company, where you wouli
have a man right on the job near at
home to look after vour interests.

*

W hen ancient Rom ans m et to feast
O ne luxury they la c k e d a t least—
N o Tow n T alk Flour their cooks could buy
Such as your grocer can supply.

Milled on Honor—Ideal for
Every Baking

N. C. ESTABROOK, DISTRICT MANAGER
New England Mutual Life Insurance Company
FRISBIE BLOCK

HOULTON, MAINE

..it

Far sighted people are selecting

O ur s to c k re s o u r ce s are p a ck ed
t o ca p a city w ith a va riety o f
lea d in g sty les in

their garments at Richards.
A larger variety

S a ils , C oats, D re sse s

Our ever increasing Garment
business is positive proof of our
values.
They are Eq ur.l to the Best and

W e o ffe r th e B est V alues ob ta in 

Cheaper than the rest

a ble in A r o o s to o k

V a lu e s T h a t S p ;a k
I S A .

cuffs.

Prices

SILK AND SERGE DRESSES

■»

1 ■

le m s e !??• S u i t s

rXN n
X

s J . tS T *

ion’s wear Sergo, Poplins, Velours, Silvertonei. f stoPs'i models in Lie leading shades

S ilverton e, Velour, etc. in a largo variety of stylos, s: ;no v :■ >.
fu r co lla rs and

to flM C f )

* 1
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W e are showing an exceptionally large variety of Sergzs, Tri
co tin e s, Silks, etc. Blues, Blacks, Browns, Taupe, Burgundy
G reen and other shades, Sizes 16 to 48, Prices
R fi

SKIRTS TO SELECT FROM

to

Our Values

Silk Underskirts

flou n ces.

J ersey

tops,

w ith

Silk

■ '

S izes 34 to 42 len gth s, a d ju st-

I

a b le ban d tops.

12 W;
$3.98 $7.50
«
P*

1

m

$25 $60
'°

are

13 JO

InvsrPbly

Lower

than Those Offered Elsewhere

Plush Coats
In both the long and coatee effects.
Some with fur trimmings and collars.
An exceptionally

nice

variety

Goatees for the young ladies..

L a rge a ssortm en t o f

plain c o lo r s and in terch a n g a b les

'

Large variety

Pcrges, Poplins, Silks, Wool Plaids, etc., in a large variety of
vo’cio and combinations. Any
: ^u,i wont, _4 to 56 in waist
mu oil re. Prices from Iff ^ .9 8

to$50 51 f’3U

H ea th erb loom to p s

to

than is offered elsewhere.

T h e d e g re e o f sa tisfa ctio n to be
fo u n d in th ese g a rm en ts is
ev id en ced
in th e in cre a sin g
n u m b e r o f p eop le w h o rely on us
f o r th eir g a rm en ts

Satins,

styles

select from at prices much less

a a d S k irts

T a ffeta s,

of

. . . . . . « v u C r f i s or. U c

of
Plain

Plush Coats for the chlerlv ladv.
you are interested in Plush

If

Goats

inquire the prices at other stores and

34 Years o f IVP rebandismg
Houlton, hlTne

then conn' to us.

We can save you

money and give you as good if not
better quality.
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agree to annexation by the monarchy j reduce the outside help on which she consumption, as one person of the 748
Sooner or later the labor slackers
Neither in business nor in life does
could rely that she would eventually had died from consumption during the j will also get their just reward,
of any Serbian territory.
cheating pay in the end.
be not strong enough to thwart Russias two months’ interval, but the evidence , In seeking to reach success there Is
It’s better to play the game and fail
Took Stand Against Germany
plans.
was that he had the disease before the Ionly one worth while course to follow: to shine than to break the rules and
Tisza, appears to have expressed
So the argument runs in the mem- epidemic of influenza came along.
abide by the rules of the game,
shine momentarily.
Tbe Berlin press Is printing short himself rather strongly against G er
orandum,
Germany
by
standing
be“
Of
the
206
cases
of
rheumatism
The
worker
who
will
cheat
for
his
The things that count are the things
messages from Vienna giving sum- many. It was not for Germany, he
that last.
' he remarkable revelations |dec,ared to j udge if tlle dual mona,,.hv hind Austria-Hungary was not merely where it was claimed that the disease employer will also cheat employer.
----------------------------------- _ -------------pabUahad there in the Socialist organ, 8houid 3trlke at Se,.Wa now or not rendering the dual monarchy assist- was due to ‘flu,’ 128 said at the second
ance
but
also
insuring
her
own
future,
visit
that
they
were
well,
and
7f>
that
t t e Arbelter Zeltang regarding the|He „.as o( the opinion that lt was not
Such were the persuasions which they were improving.
diplomatic events which led up to and
, ,
.
Austria-Hungary
whispered into Ger“ Of the 46 cases of heart disease,
caused the outbbreak o f the war. (present
many's
ready
official
ear
to
prepare
26
said they were well, and 19 iliat they
TOeae revelation, are from a strik-|
Coun;
gt k„ tl)e
Anstrian
her
for
the
war
which
Vienna
was
were
still under the physician’s care.
tog o « c la l volume to be published |mlnistorpre8ident, als0 agreed that
plotting
and
planning.
“
The
second visit showed that the
with the _ authority
of the Austrian,ithe matter
. ..
, . , it was
w
was one .in which
persons with eye, ear, nose, and throat
oreign o ce.
i for
^ua| monarchy an(i not for
r, _
. judge,
. ,
,but .he said to Tisza
WHAT FOLLOWS THE FLU? trouble which had been charged up to
. A copy of this
. work,..one of ,the mosts Germany
to
interesting
, a policy
..
,
,.
. , .
Just nothing at all; that seems to he the ‘flu’ were about all well. Their
, . • and
“ revealing
,
. volumes. of that. by
of„ hesitation
Austriatroubles had not been serious.
political
disclosures,’ lays
bare as few Hungary
„
. , , run the risk
, of„ losing
,
jpv
mo
j
might
; the answer to this question, if we are
w ork , o f tola sort do how determined at a (uture time the ,mq,lallfled sup. to credit an investigation recently i “ It is very certain that 88,880 cases
"
............
°
“ of Buffalo
pneumonia,
typhoid fever, diphtheria
w « the game played by the war m a k -,port „ f Germa
what way thf, ! made
bv the
Board of Health
.
measles,
or
almost
any other grave
era o f central Europe.
One of the most conflict. with
... Serbia
0 . . should
. . . . be begun
.
IN. Y., and reported by Dr. W. A. Evans,
r
disease,
or
88,880
major
operations
«ngrossJng
of lt answers the. ■was a question
..
„ ,detail.
.
the author of the “ How to Keep Well”
*
a parts
*
of
done
under
an
anesthetic,
would
have
question:
How far was William and
. the discussion
,.
.
...
„ ..
' question printed in numerous dailies.
^
In
which
followed
left
more
after-effects,
move
organic
the German government
of. . .the time
__. , . *t o ‘ the P
.
The 34,000 persons who had the in
. .
... Tisza pointed
frightful. calamity
diseases of heart or kidneys, more con
to agreement and in association with .
‘
“
„
t o . government of toe dual monarchy? ° a Eur°pean war under the present;
last year m Buffalo-and sur sumption and more chronic bronchitis,
vived it—are in better health today,
In tola connection lt gives two c
a" ces„
.
IDr. Evans assures us, than if they had more chronic invalidism than followed
hitherto unpublished telegrams in, ...
nB y ®c e<
af matters [ had typhoid, or even measles, or than in the wake of the epidemic of ‘flu’ in
code, dated July 5. 1914. In which the ! * ‘ ‘ h Serbia sh™'<' be settled either Iif they had gone through a major op- j Buffalo.”
Auetro-Hungarlan ambassador in B e r -i y " a r, OI:^
dlPl°>»acy. but im- Ieration. “ There is no other severe
Ito. Count Szogenyl-Marich, reported 1™ ^ ‘ ately- ™ e Tisza standpoint was. disease,” he says, “ which would h a v e
PLAYING THE GAME
.to h i. chief in Vienna, Count Berchagreed ,0 that mobilization
Life itself is aptly likened to a game.
only take place after Serbia left so few semi-invalids in its wake.
told, of his audience with W illiam 1had rejected an ultimatum.
The results here discust puncture, in
To win, to earn and enjoy the fruits
and of his conversation with Bethparticular, several popular fictions, of of victory, you must play fair.
Tisza eventually yielded a little.
which perhaps the chief is that in
mann-HolIweg.
Wealth is not the real prize of life
must he “ very
The Austrian foreign office before j
he^agree(^
fluenza renders , its victims an e a s y it is only a trophy, a symbol and may
hard,” but yet not so severe as to
the
Sarajevo assassinations took
prey to consumption. The Buffalo in carry with it no satisfaction; indeed,
render acceptance quite impossible.
place had drawn up a memorandum
vestigators found absolutely no evi it does not carry with it genuine, lastAfter that Tisza again pleaded for
retarding Its policy toward S e r b ia ,
d e n c e s o f th is . S a y s D r. E v a n s :
i n g s a t i s f a c t i o n u n l e s s it. h a s b e e n w o n
caution and the council terminated.
the object of the document being to
“ In the early spring they (the Buffalo fairly, honestly, honorably,
Uneasy Over Rumania
influence the Berlin government in
health authorities) threw a corps of j The rules for playing the game are
fayor of Austria-Hungary's
con
The count eventually toed the jingo investigators into the field to discover extremely simple. Indeed, there is only
templated action. It formed the basis line; however, the cause of that being what
had been the
after-effects
of the one rule: Obey your conscience.
................
"
'
“
o f the well known letter from Emperor telegram on July 16 from the Austria- , 'flu.’ There were 88,880 cases of infill
Of late there has been a great deal
Francis Joseph which Count Marich ; Hungarian ambassador in Berlin to enza reported between October 1, 1918, of unfair playing.
handed to Kaiser Wilhelm on July 5 the effect that Von Jagow, the Ger and April 1, 1919. Of these, 3,179 died. , There have been wholesale efforts to
man foreign minister, feared that An investigator called on
each sur- j reap more
than has
been sown, toget
Kaiser Distrusted Bulgaria
any delay in the intended demarche vivor and asked whether
there
had
!
more
than
has
been
earned,
to tiltthe
The Count.says:
at Belgrade would cause the sym been any after-effects of the disease. ! scales unduly.
“ After lunch, as I- was again strong
pathetic opinion and interest in Ger There were 748 who claimed they had j „ bcglns
l00k as |f somB
ly emphasising the seriousness of the
many to weaken.
never
been
the
same
since
they
were
|
profiteers
vvilllive (0 rcgret having
nltnation, his majesty empowered me
acutely
sick.
.
i
[,roken
u,.,
n)[B
S
To
return
to
the
memorandum,
it
Ux Inform Emperor Francis Joseph
“ ‘Flu’ is a severe disease, and some |__________
that we could count on the full sup is clear the attitude of Rumania caus
ed
no
little
uneasiness
to
the
war
after-effects
can be expected.
But
port o f Germany. This had special
AT THIS SEASON
reference to action by us against plotters. Kaiser Wilhelm evidently there is no other severe disease which
sent King Carol a letter which in ; would have left so few semi-invalids
LOSS OF APPETITE
Serbia.
“ It was Kaiser William’s opinion pointedness left nothing to be desired. |in its wTake; 748 out of 38,S80 is a Is very common. In many cases it is
due to impure blood, which cannot
this should not be delayed as the The suggestion was made that the i small proportion.
give
the digestive organs the sli:.r.’
Bucharest
cabinet
should
be
given
to
“
The
figures
of
this
survey
were
!
Russian attitude would be hostile,
hut he had been prepared for that for understand that the dual monarchy published in the April bulletin. The i lus necessary for the proper per
formanee of their functions.
y e a n , and should It come to war be would stand by Bulgaria but that it |June bulletin carries a follow-up story,
Thousands know by experience
was
ready
to
persuade
Bulgaria
to
ally
!
Two
months
after
the
first
visit
an
intween Austria-Hungary and Russia
that Hood’s Sarsaparilla restores
herself
with
Rumania,
whose
terri-!
spector
called
on
each
of
the
748
who
w e could rest assured Germany would
appetite and would advise you to
with her customary faithfulness stand torial integrity would be guaranteed, j claimed to be suffering from after- give it a trial this season. It origin
b y our side. Russia was in addition It was thought that this policy would j effects of ‘flu.’ They were informed by ated in the successful prescription c f
In no way ready for war and would win Rumania over and that this ! 501 that they had fully recovered; 216 a famous physician. Get it today.
Take Hood’s Pills if you happen
think seriously before appealing to could be followed by an arrangement; reported that they were improving; 4
to need a laxative— they don’ t gi'po.
between Bulgaria and Greece and by ;
died.
force.
“ Of the original 748 there were 220
*1f we recognized the necessity for a general arrangement with Turkey.
SHERIFF’S SALE
j
Thereby
the
Balkan
league
was
to
be
who
claimed to be suffering from one
military action against Serbia, he
Aroostook, ss.
I
(Kaiser William) would regret, if we formed under triple alliance auspices |form or another of lung trouble. ExTaken this 4th day of October, 1919,
let the present favorable moment pass “ a limit set to the Pan-Slav flood and animation showed that 28 had con- on an execution dated Sept. 22. 1919,
unused. As far as Rumania was con peace assured to the lands of Kaiser j sumption. Of these 11 were on record issued on a judgment rendered by the
>as having had tuberculosis before they Supreme Judicial Court for the county
cerned be would take care that the Francis Joseph.’’ >
of Aroostook, at a term thereof be- |
Referring to Ri «sia, the memoran-|bad the ‘flu,’ 8 were cases of new gun and held at Caribou, within and j
attitude o f King Carol and his advisers
w o ild be correct.
He had little dum declares that to that country one j tuberculosis, altho several were in for said county, on the first Tuesday ;
eyajpathy with the idea o f an agree coul(| not reasonably ascribe plans' families where there were cases of of September, 1919, to wit, on the 12th j
of conquest at the expense of Ger- , consumption. Eight cases of consump- day of September, 1919, in favor of j
ment with Bulgaria.
Y ou D eposit in the
George Henderson of Houlton in said J
could be expected to develop in county, against Isaac W. Chase of |
"H e had only the slightest faith in many. What Russia was aiming at was
-but- h e would not have the to wipe out the dual alliance military eight months among 33,880 people who Littleton, in said county, for Three
Hundred Sixty-one Dollars ($361.00)
objection to an arrangement be- superiority by means of the Balkan had never had the ‘flu.’
, debt or damage, and Thirteen Dollars
tween the dual monarchy and Bul- countries’ military forces. The final
“ The evidence indicates that influ-(and eight cents ($13.08) costs of suit,
though care must be taken that goal was so to weaken Germany and enza does not Increase the tendency to !and will be sold at public auction at
•hood be nothing to lt which was
i the office of Archibalds, in Houlton
j aforesaid, on the first day of December,
directed against Rumania and that
of H oulton, M ain e
1919, at ten o ’clock in the forenoon,
RmRaala should be informed of it.”
the following described real estate,
and all the right, title and interest
Thought Time Opportune
Is u n d e r the s u p e r v is io n o f
which the said Isaac W. Chase has
In a second telegram, Count Szegenand had in the same on the 18th day
yf-Harlch reports that Herr von
of August, 1919, at eleven o ’clock A.
M., being the time when the same was
Befthmann Hollweg told him he had
attached on the original writ in the
been empowered by Kaiser William
For Summer complaints. Half teaspoonfull in sweetened
action in which said judgment was
to outline the government’s attitude
water gives immediate relief
rendered, to wit: the North Half of
t o Emperor Francis Josef and that "we
Lot numbered Seven (7) Range Six
W e p a y 4% o n T i m e D e p o s i t s
35 c e n ts a B o ttle
(6) in the South Division of said
could reckon on with certainty, what
Littleton.
ever our decision might be, that Ger
A. B. SMART
many as an ally and friend would
341
Deputy Sheriff
“ T h e R e c a l l S tore*'
stand behind the dual monarchy.’’
la n farther conversation the ambas
sador proceed-:
“ 1 assured myself that the Imperial
chancellor, like his kaiserly master,
regarded immediate action
by us
against Serbia as the best and most
radical solution of our difficulties in
the Balkans. From the international
-standpoint he regarded the present
i the
{ W kidney
t e . * "action
S S L **•
* * « * tbe
*.
and <*
sasbles
moment as more favorable than one
the national
This bsing true, it Is easy to bellevo i organs to throw off the poisons which
later would be.”
that by keeping the kidneys and di cause premature old ago. Now Hfe and
gestive organa cleansed and in proper strength increase as you continue the
jo y amoke
On July 7 a ministerial cou? cil was w
orking order old age can be deferred treatment. When completely restored
held In Vienna and those two and life prolonged far beyond that en continue taking a caps ule or two each
m akes a whale
joyed by the average person.
day. GOLD MEDAX, Haarlem Oil Cap
telegrams were placed before it. The
F o r over 200 years GOLD M E D A L sules w ill keep you in health and vigor
o f a c ig a r e tte !
volume then proceeds to give a long Haarlem Ofl has been relieving the and prevent a return of the disease.
Do not w ait until old age or disease
account o f the discussion at this weaknesses and disability due to ad have
settled down for good. €k> to year
vancing years. It is a standard oldc M c fl.
time home remedy and needs no intro druggist and got a box o f GOLD

.AUSTRIA LAYS BARE THE
POLITICAL EVENTS WHICH
LED TO WAR OUTBREAK

Houston Savings

pdm

^ hTo UITON , MAIN.E

EVERY DOLLAR

Rrst N a tio n a l 881,11

S tandard Linim ent

United States Government

Hatheway

Drug

Company

OLD A G E ST A R T S

W IT H YO U R KIDNEYS

z™.

duction. GOLD M EDAL Haarlem Oil is

molossd in odorless, tasteless oapsules
Only Tisza Saw Danger
containing about 5 drops each. Take
lt is obvious that all those present them as you would a pill, with a small
were determined on war. the only
voice o f caution raised being that of
Count Tisza, the Hungarian ministerpresident. Count Berchtold, who pre
sided, declared military action against
Serbia could easily lead to war with
Russia, which he said was carrying!
on a farsighted policy of creating a j
JIalkan League, Including Rumania, i
t o be used against the dual monarchy j
at a favorable moment.
Tim , while expressing his belief >
that the possibility of war with Serbia 1
h ad come nearer, declared that he |
would never agree to a surprise
attack without preliminary diplomatic ;
action. He gave it as his opinion th at!
such an attack would put Austria- !
Hungary in bad odor with the rest of
Europe and bring upon her the enmity |
o f the whole of the Balkans with the
exception o f Bulgaria, which, being
much weakened, could lend AustriaHungary no corresponding support.
He desire^ to see an ultimatum
presented which would contain hard
terms. If Serbia agreed to them the
dual monarchy would have scored a
striking diplomatic triumph and her
prestige would increase ?n the Balkans
I f she refused, he also would favor
war.
Tlssa went on to declare that though
Serbia must be weakened, she must
------ B R O A D W A Y
xw t he annihilated, for Russia would
■ee that done without a life • Next to Elks Club P rescription
struggle. He dould not

M E D A L Haarlem OH Onpsulos. Money
refunded if they do not help you. Throe
sizes. But remember to ask for the
original Imported GOU> MEDAL brand.
In sealed packages.

Copyright 1919 by
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

When you
press the button

come to us for
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Photo
Supplies

Cameras
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P H A R M A C Y ----D ruggist

M ain Street
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O U certainly get you rs when you lay your smokecards on the table,
call for a tidy red tin or a toppy red bag o f Prince Albert and roll a
makin’s cigarette! Y ou ’ll want to hire a statistical bureau to keep count
o f your sm okestunts! W h y , you never dreamed o f the sport that lies
awaiting your call in a home rolled cigarette when it’s P . A . for the
packing !
Talk about flavor! Man, man, you haven't got the listen of half your
smokecareer until you know what rolling 'em w ith P. A. can do for your
contentment! And, back o f P. A.'s flavor, and rare fragrance— proofs o f
Prince A lbert’s quality— stands our exclusive patented process that
cuts out bite and parch ! W ith P. A. your smokesong in a makin’s ciga
rette will outlast any phonograph record you ever heard! Prince Albert
is a cinch to roll. It’s crimp cut and stays put like a regular pa l!
Prince Albert upsets any notion you ever had as to how delightful a
jim m y pipe can b e ! It is the tobacco that has made three men smoke
pipes where one w as smoked before. It has w on men all over the nation
to the joy s o f smoking.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Wintton&lein, N. C.

A w a itin g y o u r say*so, y o u ’i i
fin d to p p y re d b ag s, tid y ro d
tin a , h a n d s o m e p o u n d a n d
h a l f p o u n d tin h u m id o rs —
a n d — t h a t c laasy, p ra c tic a l
p o u n d c ry s ta l glas s h u m id o r
•with sponge m o is te n e r to p
th a t kee p s P r in c e A lb e r t in
such p e rfe c t co n d itio n 1
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Notice of First Meeting of Creditors complied with all the
_
____ of
requirements
said Acts and of the orders of Court
In the District Court of the United States touching his bankruptcy.
for the Northern Division of the Dis
Wherefore he prays, That he may be
decreed by the Court to have a full dis
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
enable from all debts provable against
In the matter of
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
except such debts as are excepted by
Samuel J. Shaw
aw
I Jn Bankruptcy law from such discharge.
charge
Bankrupt. |
Dated this 2nd day of 5
:
September,
A.IX,
To the
Creditor
Samuel
w n t — of
^..... ■ J.' '1919.
Sha’v of Limestone in the county
RAGLAN HAVELOCK GRANT
of Aroostook, and District aforesaid,
Bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on (he 6th
9 RDfeF* OP NOTICE THEREON
day of October, A. D. 1919 th
the said j Di®mn f
f4,¥ai,ne’ Northern Division, ss
iudict. edl', 1919i" on
tlHSreading
4tV iay the
of foregoing
O‘*ober, petition!
A. [>.,
Samuel J. Shaw was duly adjudk,,

*T

SURROUNDING TOWNS

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors

Ground fo r Confidence

In the District Court of the United States ) We sometimes want to know how
for the Northern Division of the Dis
|well a man has done when we are
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy
In the matter of
B. Everett Ford
Bankrupt.

asked for an opinion as to how well
j he will do.
\n Bankruptcy
aim0st instinctively Judge toe

j

Mrs. Annie Turner, Dan Turner, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Jewell and son of
To the < ■ditors of sa^d E. Everett Ifuture by the past; this is reasoning
The Chatauqua last week was very Easton spent Sunday with Mr. and
Ford of I’ i que Isle in the county of by induction, a process that generally
good and drew large crowds .
Mrs. Miles Libby.
Mites Poster o f Lancaster, Pa. was
Aroostook and District aforsaid, bank- leads to right conclusions.
Tingley has sold his farm!
1* town Saturday calling on relatives. OnEdward
Certainly it is reasonable to be
the North road to Mr. Kilpatrick bankrupt; and that the first meeting of ! it is—
rupt.
lio sa e r has moved In his nf Ufanletnn Mr Tingley will move creditors will be held at the ofHco o f ! P rd®red by the Court, That a hearing
lieve that what Hood's Sarsaparilla
Notice
is
hereby
given
that
on
the
Sew M a e purchased of C. H. Cheney. to the southern part of the state.
has accomplished for others it can and
Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton on the ft day j )e ha< ul,nn the same on the 14th day of
Mr. and Ifts. Fred Cheney and chil
The next meting of the Grange will of November, A. D„ 1919, at 10 o’clock November, A. IX, 1919, before said Court 6th day o f O ctober. A. D.. 191!*, the said will accomplish for you. provided of
dren o f Portland are in town fo r a be held on October 18th. There will In the forenoon at which time the said !
*£ said . District, Northern ft. Everett Ford was duly adjudicated course you are afflicted in like manner.
aies^s ▼hut
be a good program after which the creditors may attend, prove their claims,
_______ bankrupt and that the first - meeting
....... sands
rtooahealthy
s sarsaparilla
thouHood’s
Sarsaparilla
has made
Division
~at
10
o'clock in the forenoon;
and strong,
by purifyMrs. Arndt Archibald arrived home gentlemen will serve an oyster stew. appoint a trustee, examine the bank
from Portland’ Saturday night much
The U. B. church has received the rupt and transact such other business as fhe H 5 iU nn°tTimet5.e ae0newlpaper'J rtatiS »f creditors will be Hebl at the office of Jn* and enriching the blood curing
Jhe stomach. liver and kidImproved in health
gift of a bell from B. A. Hanning and ma^ properly come before said meeting. in said District. Northern Division, and Edtvin 1„ Vail,' in Houlton on the s dav *!' *fases
that all known creditors and other per‘ neys, restoring appetite, relieving that
_ t h * w*ath«r tha past week has been the commute apponted to see about
sons,
in
Interest,
may
appear
at
the
said
of
November,
A.
D.,
1919,
at
10
o’clock
tired
feeling—
in a word hv hniMintr
Dated at Houlton, October 6th, 1919.
time and place, and show cause, If any i . , , .
.
.. ,
.
„ n LL
a nora. oy uunaing
id many of the farm-1 building a belfry will meet Wednes
they
have,
why
the
prayer
of
said
peti°
c,ock
in
the
forenoon,
at
which
time
Up
the
whole
system. Its record o f
EDWIN
L.
VAIL,
art k i n finish** digging.
[day evening.
tioner
should
not
be
granted.
I**-prove
cures
o
f
blood
diseases,
Mr. MM Mm. C. H. Cheney will 1 There will be an important business
i * I *
___. the said creditors may attend,
—-v» \*ip\.aovof scrofula,
oll UlUld< salt
Referee in Bankruptcy. |Thftt
the
Clerk
shall 5 e n d ° b y their claims, appoint a trustee, examine J^eUm 0!> ec,zema’ psoriasis, boils and
teav* this week for Trenton, N. J. on meeting of the local Federation of
mail
copies of said ^
.
nnpr a*,-,***---v
ia#if to all known
at-/—creditors
- *
i tjMt to Mrs. Cheney's brother in that Farmers next Freday evening at the
petition and this order, addressed to
bankrupt, and transact such
eruptions, catarrh, dyspepsia
other a,,fi rheumatism is in thousands o f
Grange hall at 8 o ’clock. Members and Notice of First Meeting of Creditors StfttGd
them at their places of residence as business as may properly come before
Tim schools In town began last week those wishing to join are requested to In the District Court of the United States
letters voluntarily and gratefully
said meeting.
Witness
the oo<
Honorable
Clarence
with (ha following teachers; Mr. Day be present.
written and forming a colossal volume
the Hale,
seal
nf the
tba said
A Court, and
~
for ths Northern Division of the Dis Judge of
o f Maghias as pricipal o f the Grammer
thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divi
of testimony. Surely anybody suffer
Dated at Houlton, October 6tli, 19l9.
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
sion of said District, on hte 4th day of
ol with Miss Fullerton, Miss Gove
ing from any of these diseases is fully
In the matter of
j
EDWIN
L.
VAIL,
October,
A.
D.,
1919.
LINNEUS
Miss Bartlett as assistants; Miss
justified in giving this medicine a
Amos Day
| In Bankruptcy
Referee in Bankruptcy trial.
(L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN.
Bond on the Lake road; Mrs. J.
Schools commenced here last Mon
Bankrupt.)
Deputy Clerk.
I t Weed, north; Miss Pryor, Lane
day morning.
o f petition and order thereon
To the creditors of said Amos Day A true copy
JShool and Kenneth Lane the Britton
Attest: ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Albert Young and family moved to
of Washburn, in the county of Aroos
Deputy Clerk.
their home In Houlton last Friday.
Ladies o f the M. E. Church will took and District aforesaid, bankrupt^
Notice is hereby given that on the
serve a Harvest supper at Maccabee
BANKRUPT’8 PETITIO N FOR
Hall on Thursday evening, October 16. 6th day of October, A. D., 1919, the said
DISCHARGE
A
m
o
s
D
a
y
w
a
s
d
u
l
y
ad
T. J. Carpenter went to Portland
Miss Marion FYench and Mrs. Isaac
Frldgg for a short visit with relatives. Bishop returned home last Monday judicated bankrupt; and that the first Enos A. Nickerson
In Bankruptcy
Mm. C. O. Perrigo of Houlton Is from a three months visit in Idaho and meeting of creditors will be held at the
Bankrupt.)
office of Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton, on
vM ttag her niece Mrs. M. G. Carpen Montana.
ter.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Kervin and the 8th day of November, A. D., 1919, at To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
MM* Vera Day o f Hodgdon spent Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sterritt left Fri 10.00 o’clock in the forenoon at which
the District of Maine.
several days last week with relatives day for Bangor accompanied by Mrs. time the said creditors may attend,
ENOS A. NICKERSON of Caribou
Jennie Hanscom who has visited here j prove their claims, appoint a trustee,
and
Miss Dora Berry o f Houlton was the the past month and returning to her examine the bankrupt and transact such in the County of Aroostook,
_
. .
,
~ ) State of Maine, in said District respectf leet o f Mre. Bari Adams on Wednes- home in Roxbury, Mass.
other business as may properly come be-I fuUy represent8 that on the 10th day
fore said meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Skillin, M rs.1
of June, last past he was duly
J t o . and Mrs. James W ebb of Lud Eunice Lyons and daughter Miss
Dated at Houlton, October 6th, 1919.
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
low agent Sunday with Mrs. George Dorothy and Miss Mildred Carr of
EDWIN L. VAIL,
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
Carpenter.
Houlton, Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Sawyer
Referee in Bankruptcy. he has duly surrendered all his property
Know how ? W hat would you give to
Miss Josephine Rugan returned and two grandchildren, Meredith
and rights of property, and has fully
learn? N ot how to borrow four b its
home Mat week after spending the Carr and Lois Green were Sunday
complied with all the requirements of
summer In Houlton.
Iguests
of
Notice ef Flret Meeting of Creditors said Acts and of the
— orders of Court
from a friend to pay for a shave and a
M__« •Mr.
• and Mrs. Garfield Burton
Mrs. Howard Lavine o f Mare Hill for a chicken stew dinner
In the District Court of the United States (touchfnK bis bankruptcy.
haircut,bu t how to borrow real m oney—
was the guest o f her mother Mrs.
Mr. Waldo Worthley of r'Ludlow and for
Division of the Dis* the Northern
""
Wherefore he prays, That he may be
Btteahath Stevens during last week. Miss Hattie Kervin were married at trlct
of Maine.
In Bankruptcy,
thousands
o f dollars— from a bank to
decreed by the Court to have a full disMr. nnC Mfrs. George Mitchell and ithe Parsonage by Rev. Mrs. Florence In th_ m- tt6P of
.
finance
the
purchase o f a farm or a
charged
from
all
debts
provable
against
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mitchell were guests |Carver on Thursday Oct. 2nd.
A Donlae G Dionne
, ln Bangrui)tcy his estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
« f Mr. and Mrs. CharUe Melville on reception was held at the home of the
tractor or a hundred head o f feeder
except such debts as are excepted by
brides parents Mr. and Mrs. Willie v
k
cattle.
In this w eek's issue o f
law
from
such
discharge.
Yheinany friends o f Ernest Mitchell j Kervin on Thursday evening. Many
To the creditors of Denise g . Dionne
Dated this 30th day of September, A.
n( tkta town w ef* sorry to hear A* his beautiful and useful presents were of van Buren in the county of Arostook
A., 1919.
d L S w E le li occurred at the Aroostook given, with hearty congratulations.
and District aforesaid, a bankrupt:
upt
Hospital, Sunday, September 29th.
j
---------------------ENOS A. NICKERSON j
Notice is hereby given that on the
Bankrupt. •
6th day of October, A. D., 1919 the

MOtmCELLO

f
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LUDLOW

<meCOUNTRY

NEW LIMERICK

said Denise G. Dionne was duly adjudi
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
cated bankrupt; and that the first meeting District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
Miss Mary Hand of Ricker was home jFan-en^place^111* hBS purchased the of creditors will be held at the office of
On the 4th day of October, A. IX,
tor th* week end
gdwin L. Vail, in Houlton on the 8 day
Mr. William Crane has purchased lfa ^m nnvin?tm d who has been sick pf November, A. D., 1919, at 10 o’clock 191$, on reading the foregoing petition.
It is—
n Ford touring car.
Mrs ifth«
,
o’clock in the forenoon, at which
____ time i Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
Mist Louise M. Adams of Oakfield in M iiiW k P t
h
18 vlsltlng friends
the said creditors may attend, prove j be had upon the same ©n the 14th day
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine |°f November, A.D., 1919, before said Court
* ^ t t d ^ W m e y 0* Ind Mtosj c i S S e U runabout hM purchased a the
bankrupt, and transact such other i at Bangor in said District
Northern
10
o’clock in the forenoon;
>and that notice
thereof be published in
________ _
u vu . uucu w ere callthe
Houlton
Times, a newspaper printed
Dated at Houlton, October 6th, 1919.
Mlafl
Kervin and Mr. Waldo jlng on friends in Island Falls Sunday.
i in said District, Northern Division, and
EDWIN L. VAIL.
W M tM M ifif thia town were united in
Stanley McCain and family of LudReferee in Bankruptcy. j that all known creditors and <ther per) u t T lw w liy - A reception low Yisited Mr: antj Mrs: Frank Wii' sons in interest, may appear at the said
{he home Of the bride’s ) lett Sunday.
|time and place, and show cause, if any
’
.
j I’lftn—-- j Tannery school opened Monday
they have, why the prayer of said peti
BANKRUPT'S PETITION FOR
„* |
r‘
(with Katie McCloud and Beatrice
tioner should not be granted.
aglVM IIA U t i l *
j Pond for teachers.
DISCHARGE
And It Is fu r th e r Ordered by the Court,
a M lI U lA I W w t f
j Mrs. Mandy Grant and her sister In the matter of
I
That the Clerk shall send by mail to all
F. C. LiUey bad a good yield of
Raglan Havelock Grant I In Bankruptcy known creditors copies of said petition
f o w$m * thia year, getting 170 bbls. |Mrs. Nellie Iras have been visiting
Bankrupt]
'friends
in
the
White
Mountains.
and this order, addressed to them at
par her*, and using 4 per cent potash
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
N.
Kelley
spent
To
the
Hon
Clarence
Halo, Judge of the their places of residence as stated.
,
ItarFertiliser.
District Court of the United States for
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, ,
The termers in this section are get- Sunday in Mapleton with Mrs. Kelley’s
theDistrict of Maine.
Judge
said Court,UU
and
w of
. _ the
__ ___wv»V|
U the seal
oval
ting, alone well with their digging parents Mr. and Mrs. Fred Keastead.
RAGLAN HAVELOCK GRANT of Houl- (thereof, at Bang r in the Northern Diviand are storing most of their stock on
ton in the county of Aroostook, and j sion of said District, on the 4th day of
•eamnt of the potato houses not
State of Maine, in said District respect- October, A. D., 1919.
fully represents, that on the 7th day
M.
in
Boston. loot p:is»,
„«■.«»<, ,^
ISABEL
— A. Randall is a
a* xJi/ovvm.
w
was duly^
^ SHEEHAN,
ofi duiy,
July, 3919, last
'
i a & l f o f the J. E. Tarbell
Dapaitment store returned home last
A. A. McPheters custom officer jg adjudged bankrupt under the Acts o f ! » .
.
/lDe^Uty* u erk
|Congress relating to Bankruptcy that |A true copj of Petltlon
order thereon
weak from Boston where he has been Sick.
A.
is in Rnitnn
- M.
- - Stackpole
Ibe ba? duly surrendered all his property
Attest:
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
receiving treatment for his eyes, and
in
Boston
on
,
and
rforbta
------‘
-■
1
Deputy
Clerk.
rights
of
property,
and
has
fully
business.
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GENTLEMAN
H arry R . O 'B rien answ ers th e b ig
question. H e has talked w ith bankers
who lend, and they have to ld him the
kind o f men they lend to .
Are you one?
He has talked with farm
ers who can borrow, and
they have told him how
to establish bank credit.
It's surely worth a dollar
of any man's money to
learn how to build up
credit so he can walk into
the bank and say to the
president: “ Lend me a
thousand.”
No side or angle o f the

farming business is neg
lected in THE COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN. Getting
started, growing, har
vesting, marketing; the
machinery to use; build
ing; home and commu
nity life —it 's all in a
year’s subscription.
And you can have it for
a year—52 big issues—
for $1.00.

O rder — T hrough M e — T O D A Y

BRIDGEWATER

eomos home much improved.

OAKFIELD

H. G. and A. G. Stackpole went to
Orono Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred White have gone
to Embden on an auto trip.
Prof, and Mrs. Higgins are enter
taining relatives from Lubec.
Mrs. M. A. Randall is showing a j
very attractive line of winter hats.
C. O. Hutchins of the Bridgewater |
Drug Co. was in Houlton Thursday on j
business.
i
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Herrick of i
Washburn were guests over Sunday
at Allen Boone’s.
Evangelist Foster of Fort Fairfield
preached at the Free Baptist church (
Sunday to a large audience.
!
Take your watch and clock repair
ing to Bridgewater Drug Store and
Osgood the Houlton Jeweler will make
them right.

fib
Shields and family motored to
Mix Chase Sunday.
H iirF W ilson of Houlon was calling
Up friends in town Monday.
B. C. Pettingill of Island Falls was
a business caller in town Friday.
A. O. Holden and C. P. Benn went on
a short Bunting trip to Weeksboro,
Mrs. Edna Lord spent a few days
last week with friends ln Houlton.
Saturday.
Mr .and ,Mrs. Frank E. Barker went
to their camp at Rockabema Saturday
for a two weeks hunting trip.
a G. Saymood and Paul Lougee are
•nflufod on the State road at Island
W
M tIii i the Arm ytrucks.
G. H. Grant, Miss Marion Moore.
Mrs. Nettle TIM , with a party of
friends motored to Pleasant Pond.
Martin's theatre this week Tuesday
Miss Hazel McNerlin of Maxwell,
nlghit Ethel Clayton in the "Man Hunt”
and Friday night Eddie Polo in “Lure N. B., is the guest of relatives here.
Miss Clara Hussey of Houlton was
o f the Circus.’
F. E. Shields and family will move the week end guest of Mrs. John
te Bangor this week, where he Is to Grant.
enter the employment of the HollingMiss Bessie Turney visited her aunt
worth 4k Whitney Co. #
Mrs. Gurnet Campbell in Woodstock
The Sheafe Dancing Academy of the past week.
FpfrtJnnd starts a dancing school next
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Scott of
Thursday afternoon from 4.30 to 6 p. Hodgdon were the guests of Perry
m. for children; and 8 to 10 for adults. Brown recently.
Thoee desiring to attend should be
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Watson of Houl
present at Martin's theatre at me
ton were the guests of Mr. and rMs.
above stated time.
Everett London Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert London of
Hodgdon were the guests of his mother
Mi*. Avon Tidd spent last week at Mrs. John London, Sunday.
Mrs. Clarence Libby of Houlton
Houlton.
M. and Mrs. W. A. Gerow have mov- was visiting her mother Mrs. Edward
Henderson part of last week.
•d to Milllnooket.
J. B. Hand of Carmel, Maine was
calling on friends here Sunday.
Rev. D. A. McKinnon attended a
convention at Fredericton this week.
A large crowd attended the Harvest
•upper last Friday evening given by
the U. B. Society.
Miss Dorothy Tidd and Miss Helen
Leavitt are among tjbose attending
Houlton High School.
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. McDonald and
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. McDonald spent
the week end at Skowheg&n.
Mr. and Mrs. G /H . Benn and Mr
and Mrs. E. L. Vail spent part of last
week ln the Southern part of the state.

EAST HODGDON

HODGDON

LITTLETON
Mrs. Allie Little who is confined to
h er’ bed by a nervous breakdown is
gaining slowly.
Edward Tingley of Providence, R.
I., la vifiting his sons Edward and
George o f this town.
Mies Glltrice Hanning who has been
eeriooely 1)1 with
severe cold and
•ore throat is gaining.
. Rev. Thomas Whiteside will con"duct a service in the Methodist church
at 8.00 p. m. next Sunday.
The regular conference meeting of
te* V. B. church will be held at the
vestry on Saturday afternoon at 2
unlock.
Mr*. Minnie Drake who has been
very in nl the home o f her cousin
'M il. J. A.. Wolverton left Monday for
BUnfovth.
MraJHarry Ewings of Griswold' and
“ o f Derby were the
Of Hr. and Mrs. Fred

A. C. Tozier
60 P i e r c e A v c .

P h o n e 527-1

H o u lto n , M a i n e
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52 im «m — $2 J t

Ferns
Seven Different Varieties
G.BEECBEk CHVRCHILL.lessee & mvhaqer

Price 15c to $ 1 .2 5
N ew s t o c k of Fern
D ish es, J a r d in ie r e s
H a n g in g B askets, etc.

f
Program issued every Monday, bringing to your dofoi' mSf*
— terpieces from the highest paid artists in screertdom ^

6

Program W eek of O ct.
Mary Pickford in “Daddy Long Legs Coming Soon

P r ic e s R e a s o n a b le

WEDNESDAY

FLORENCE REED
— in —

W ives o f Men

e w e 11 * s
Florists

Pictures from two to five and seven to eight thirty, then
Ethel May Shorey Co. in Comedy Drama “While Honest
(?) Men Sleep”
Good Specialties Between the Acts
THURSDAY

^;

PRISCILLA DEAN
in 5 Reel Drama

**'*'»■

-

The Silk Lined Burglar

read

Taken from Jack Boyle’n Boston Blackie Storiqi^—Aflo
Eddie Polo in “ Cyclone Smith” and Weekly NeufS,.
FRIDAY

BERT LYTELL
in 5 Reel Drama

’
*‘ w.v,

a

L io n ’s Den
A Saturday Evening Post story—Also Animal Reel and

I t ’s a food ycur body needs
For greatest nourishment and
finest flavor, use

T

i l l i a m

e l l

FLOUR
and make it in your home
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

Katzenjammer Kids

SATURDAY

GLEN W HITE
in 6 Reel Drama

Love and the Law
Taken from the story “ The Troop Train” that appeared
in the Saturday Evening Post— Also 2 Reel Comedy
called “Monkey Stuff”
MONDAY
LOUIS BENNINSON
in 5 Reel Rrama
“HIGH POCKETS”
Opening night of The Frank Urban Stock Co. with Frank
Urban
TUESDAY
MADLAINE TRAVERSE
in 5 Reel Rrama
“WHEN FA1*fe DECIDED”
Urban Stock Co. with Frank Urban
Red Glove Serial and News

,

»‘

